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Happy Anniversary BVN • Celebrating 35 Years of Publishing Excellence 
· Initiative to Combat Gang Violence Proposed by Governor 
The Black Voice News 
CALIFORNIA 
Governor Schwarzenegger 
proposed an anti-gang initiative 
to fight gang violence in 
California. The California Gang 
Reduction, Intervention and 
Prevention Program (CalGRIP) 
will target more than $48 million 





toward local anti-gang efforts, 
including job training, education 
and intervention programs, arid 
will give law enforcement the 
tools to closely track gang lead-
ers both inside state prisons and 
when they are released on 
parole. Cal GRIP combines. 
funding from different programs 
and directs them toward inter-
vention, suppression and preven-
tion. The Governor is also 
appointing a statewide gang 
coordinator, to coordinate all 
state programs and funding for 
anti-gang activities with local 
and federal agencies. 
"A growing number of 
Californians are living a night-
mare trapped inside their homes, 
ac 
Photo by William Foster, Office of Governor Schwarzenegger 
From left: Oakland Police Chief Wayne Tucker, Oakland Mayor Ron Dellums, 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger, Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation 
Secretary James Tilton, San Francisco Police Chief Heather Fong and San 
Francisco District Attorney Kamala Harris. 
~ 
01ce ews 
afraid to come out unless they 
absolutely have to. That's 
because in many of' our cities, 
whole neighborhoods are terror-
ized and · intimidated by street 
gangs. Kids are scared to go to 
school and parents are terrified 
for their safety," said Governor 
Schwarzenegger. "So today I am 
See GANG, Page A-4 
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"OBAMANOMICS" ATTRACTING NON-DEMOCRATS 
Young Inland Donors Shell Out Online 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Chris Lev-i#r 
Lisa, Kurt and Ehud have a lot 
in common, they're part of a 
growing multi-cultural group of 
young Inland academics, all of 
whom are Internet savvy and 
have impeccable neoclassical 
.credentials. They voted for 
George W. Bush in 2000 and 
again in 2004. So why' did they . 
shell out $500 respectively to the 
presidential primary campaign 
of U.S. Senator Barack Obama 
of Illinois,, earlier this year? 
"It's all about change," says 
Lisa. Obama offers an optimistic 
message of "political change". 
Lisa, Kurt and Ehud are not 
alone in voicing their opinion 
with their wallets. 
Obama raised at least $25 mil-
lion for his presidential cam-
paign in the first quarter of the 
year, nearly matching Sen. 
Hillary Rodham Clinton's $26 
million record setting total. 
Donors in Riverside and San 
Bernardino counties gave about 
$432,000 to a dozen Republican 
and Democratic candidates for 
president, during the first three 
months of the year. During the 
same time Californians 
statewide donated $19 .8 million 
to P,residential candidates. 
· Inland donors gave Obama 
$37,000. New Mexico Gov. Bill 
Richardson raised nearly 
$47,000 in Palm Desert alone 
outstripping conti:ibutions to 
front runner Clinton who collect-
ed a total of $41,000. Former 
Sen. John Edwards raised 
$24,000. The Democratic dona-
tions set a milestone for the 
GOP-leaning area, according to 
Federal Election Commission 
records. 
"For the first quarter, we've 
excee<led all of our hopes and 
Riverside County Low-Income Residents Speak Out 
'f/te Black Ynice News 
· RIVERSIDE 
Community Action 
Partnership (CAP) of Riverside 
County invites you to participate 
in a community meeting to share 
and discuss the priority issues 
and concerns of 'low-income 
Riverside County residents. 
CAP Rivi:rside will share the 
results of the 2007 countywide 
community assess'inent survey 
of 4,759 low-income households 
and celebrate the successes of 52 
Welfare-to-Work participants 
who conducted these face-to-
face surveys. 
The meetings are from 6:00 
p.m. - 7:30 p.m. free and open to 
the public. For ;nor~ informa-
tion contact C'AP Riverside 
Planning Division at 951-955-
4900. The ,community meeting 
schedule is as follows: 
June 4, 2007: Riverside 
Library, 3581 Mission Inn 
Avenue, Riverside 92501 (951-
826-620 l for directions only) 
June 5, 2007: Cesar E. Chavez 
Public Library, 163 San Jacinto, 
See LOW INCOME, PAGE A-4 
Councilman Rikke Van Johnson Announces ·Re-Election Bid 
The Btack Ynice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Calling a "strong sense of com-
munity" the critical link to San 
Bernardino's future growth and 
prosperity, Sixth Ward Councilman 
Rikke Van Johnson is scheduled 
\oday to announce his bid for re-
election to the office of City 
Council. ..... 
. "The Si; th Ward has faced diffi-
cult times over the years and it is my 
mission to continue to improve the 
quality of life for not only this ward, 
but the entire city of San 
Bernardino," Johnson said in a writ-
ten release. . 
"This is why I look forward to 
serving another four years providing 
leadership and vision," he said. 
)ohnson 43 says he has worked 
toward establishing the Sixth Ward 
as a strong, prosperous and safe 
Rikke Van Johnson 
place to raise a family. 
"I have worked to create econom-
ic growth in San Bernardino that 
offers a wide range of housing, 
recreation, education and cultural 
opportunities for all who come, live 
and work in the city," said Johnson. 
Johnson is the sole candidate 
seeking the 6th Ward seat. He retired 
from the U.S. Postal Service after 27 
years of service. Johnson was elect-
ed to City Council in November 
2003 and was sworn in on March 
2004. His term expires in March 
2008. 
Johnson is a familiar face at civic 
and community events throughout 
the city. He currently serves on the 
city's Redevelopment Committee, 
Police Ad Hoc Committee and 
Inland Valley Development 
Committee. He has also served on 
the Legislative Review Committee. 
A news conference is scheduled 
for 10:00 a.m. Thursday, May 31, 
2007 at Anne Shirrells Park. Mayor 
Patrick Morris, Supervisor Josie 
Gonzales and several other city 
leaders are expected to attend. 
: UC PRESIDENT TO STUDENTS: "GO TO COLLEGE" 
Inland Visit Highlights Critical Academic Preparation Programs 
The Black Voice News 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Chris Levister 
University· of California· 
President Robert Dynes knows 
the importance of academic 
preparation programs, he failed 
calculus during -his freshman 
year in college but ·as he puts it, 
"got my head screwed on 
straight" to become a first gen-
eration college graduate, distin-
guished physicist and leader of a 
world class institution which 
boasts · more than 209,000 stu-
dents , more than 170,000 facul-
ty ~nd staff, with more than 1.4 
million alumni living and work-
ing around the world. 
So when he learned funding 
for several UC academic prepa-
ration programs is set to be cut 
from the 2007:08 state budget 
Dynes took his personal cam-
paign to save them where cuts 
would hurt the most. 
San Gorgonio High School in 
San Bernardino got dressed up 
for the Thursday Dynes visit, 
University of California President Robert Dynes poses with San 
Gorgonio High School UC Riverside Edge Academy participants (1-r) 
Francisco Reveriano, Lauren Rogers, President Dynes and Brittany 
Christopher. 
rolling out colorful welcoming 
· banners and a reception attend-
ed by local education, business 
and UC Riverside alumni lead-
ers. 
The high school is the site of 
several academic preparation 
programs operated by UC 
Riverside and where 65 percent 
of the students, participate in the 
free lunch program , but with the 
assistance of UC academic 
See UC PRESIDENT, PAGE A-4 
expectations," Obama said in an 
e-mail to supporters. He reported 
donations from 100,000 individ-
uals, many of them no·n-
Democrats, double the 50,000 
people who gave to Clinton. 
More thao half of those donors 
were 18-35 year-olds largely 
giving in small increments over 
the Internet. He raised $6.9 mil-
lion online , compare'd with 
Clinton's $4.2 million. 
The Inland Empire is a rock 
solid source of campaign donors 
for Republicans, said Deborah 
Freeman, who heads up Obama's 
Riverside · campaign. "It's sur-
prising that Democrats are doing 
so well . It's not a Democratic 
area. There is almost sponta-
neous outpouring from 
Democratic donors," . said 
Freeman. 
Election Commission reports 
show Obama attracting young 
educated Internet savv.y voters 
from both Democra\ic and 
Republican camps. Democratic 
strategist Steve Elmendorf says, 
" I think it bodes well for . our 
prosQects. Donors are the lead-
ing edge of the opinion elite, ~nd 
I think voters are going to fol-
low." 
Obarna's donor website 
warns. "We don 't take money 
from lobbyists or political action 
committees (PACs) and we're 
going to build a broad base of 
individual donors to ensure that 
this campaign answers to no one 
but the people." • Data suggests that Obama's· 
online tactics and strategy of 
holding low dollar events in 
addition to big ticket galas has 
Presidential candidate Sen. Barack Obama D-111. seen at a Rock the Vote 
event is drawing young non-Democrats willing to open their wallets. 
succeeded. He held numerous 
events that cost $25 or $ l 00 per 
ticket, in an effort to bring in 
younger, first time donors. 
We can lap those donors for 
future donations because they 
have not reached the $2,300 
limit for contributions to an indi-
vidual candidate in the primar-
ies , says Freeman . She says local 
Democrats have waged a con-
certed campaign to build an 
online infrastructure. 
Freeman says rallies on col-
lege campuses, churches and 
other free public events spark 
huge interest from the communi-
See OBAMA, PAGE A-4 
Hundreds Pay Tribute to Yolanda King 
By C. Miller 
Hundreds gathered in Atlanta 
Thursday to remember Yolanda 
"Yoki" Denise King, the eldest 
daughter of Rev. Dr. Martin 
Luther King Jr. and Coretta Scott 
King. 
Dignitaries, family, friends and 
many who did not know her 
remembered the actress, producer 
and motivational speaker as a 
loving sister, one who gave of 
herself tirelessly one who carried 
the King legacy through her ·act-
ing , art and activism. 
"She allowed me to give 
myself permission to be me,''. 
said Yolanda 's brother Dexter 
King. 
He was among nearly 30 peo-
ple who told stories, sang songs, 
read poems and offered prayers. 
Dexter, his sister Bernice and 
brother, Martin each lit a candle 
in her memory. Several veterans 
of the civil rights struggle attend-
ed the nearly five-hour memori.al 
service. 
Before a packed sanctuary at 
Ebenezer Baptist Church Dexter 
recounted his sister's final 
moments and' his futile efforts to 
revive her. 
Realizing there was nothing he 
could do , King said he wondered · 
if the sheer pace of her life had 
contributed to her death at age 51. 
"She was over-prog'.ammed. 
~ee KING, PAGE A-4 
The Rev. Bernice King, daughter of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., delivers 
an emotional eulogy during a memorial service for her sister Yolanda 
King in Atlanta. Her brothers Dexter King and Martin Luther King Ill 
remembered their sister as a "tireless comrade for peace". 
E-Mail to: pressrelease@blackvoicenews.com P.O. Box 1581 , Riverside, California 92502 (951) 682-6070 ©Black Voice News 2007 http://www.blackvoicenews.com 
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The Black Voice News 
Good Job SB Schools Classified Personnel 
Commission 
I am happy to hear that the San Bernardino City Unified 
School District and Classified Personnel Commission were able 
to reach an agreement on next year's operating budget for the 
commission. The commission is a legal body established by state 
Hardy L. 
BROWN 
law for district's who vote to 
have them for all non-cer-
tificated employees. It has 
three commissioners that 
have independent authority 
to hire a director and staff 
to carry out their functions 
which is to ensure a fair an 
equitable classification sys-
tem for classified employees of the district by conducting studies 
and keeping salaries commensurate with the prevailing wages in 
the area. They also make sure personnel ·policies and practices 
are current plus act as hearing officers when the need arises on 
behalf of employees. 
A dispute occurred between the commission and the district 
when the new classified director requested to increase the com-
mission budget from $273,809 to $4.3 million dollars. The budg-
et incr~ would have done nothing to improve student per-
formance or add to classified employee benefits in the district. It 
would have gone toward empire building of the classified com-
mission and not to help the district. It is my understanding that 
the district did meet with the commissioners and agree to a mod-
est 10% increase. I want to commend the commissioners and 
Board of Education for looking out for the best interest of tax-
payers, students, and district employees. 
Reporting on Crime in Our Neighborhoods 
Just this past week in a Westside neighborhood in San 
Bernardino a lady got up before dawn to do her regular walking 
exercise in the park. To her surprise she came upon a dead male 
body lying on the cement walkway. She called the police and they 
in turn cornered off the area and went door to door to determine 
if anyone seen or heard anythi~g. They did uncover that several 
neighbors did hear gunshots early in the morning but none called 
the police at the time of the shots. Now in this case, just like oth-
ers, the police said ''this park is well kept and we are not accus-
tom to comin~ out to this park and having this issue at all/' as 
stated in th() Sun newspaper. 
This story is playing out in neighborhood after neighborhood 
throughout southern California, where bodies are found and 
someone heard or saw somethings but failed to report it. ~ow 
part of the many reasons are people don't want to get involved, 
fi811le-feeF l'etaliation, police request too much information if you 
call. Whatever the reason, we, the public and police need to 
arrive at a procedure that is safe, workable, easily understood 
and can be used nationwide on how to report suspicious happen : 
ings in our neighborhoods. What should a citizen do when they 
hear gunshots in their neighborhood? What should a citizen do if 
their neighbors are always fighting and using profanity, which 
you know one day will escalate into a killing? What should neigh-
bors do when your neighbor's kids are home alone, doing all 
kinds of things that you know will escalate into destructive activ-
ities in the neighborhood? 
I would like to hear from the police chiefs in our. various cities 
on how citizens are to report on crime especially in ·the Black 
neighborhoods. You can email me at hardybrown@blackvoice-
news.com or send me a copy of your policies, better yet send me 
a op-ed piece for printing in the paper. I would love to hear from 
you on how we can assist you with these issues. 
Miss USA A Class Act 
This past week the Miss Universe Beauty Pageant' was held in 
Melico where some of the Mexican citizens booed Miss USA. Now 
I am sure that when the booing started it was not done because 
Miss America was Black but because she was an American. I am 
certain it was done because of the recent illegal immigration issue 
facing the American people. For one thing there is enough blame 
to go around on both sides of the border on this issue but it is the 
little people ~ho have the greatest emotions tied to immigration. 
On the USA side, we have big business wanting cheap labor and 
exploiting the people who do the work. On the Mexico side, they 
have a government that will not demand their businesses pay 
decent wages nor provide safe working conditions. The Mexican . 
government in turn wants to keep the estimated $12 billj.on dollars 
earned by the illegal immigrants working in the USA but sending 
dollars back to Mexico. Now there are many issues but the crux 
of the issue is big government and big business playing games with 
. little people. Which brings me back to the booing of Miss USA. 
This booing of !\fiss Universe has not sit well with many Blacks 
who have called and voiced outrage against the booing as well as 
the illegal immigration issue currently before congress. Some have 
expressed opinions like if that is the way some feel then we should· 
finish the "Berlin Wall" on the Mexico border. Some have said if 
they feel this way about Black people now what do you think they 
· will feel once they become a citizen. Some expressed reservations 
that many Black have expressed in the past and that is manY. 
Mexicans want to vote and only for their own. Some voiced con-
cerns over the fact that many of the Black elected officials have 
remained silent on this issue and believe Blacks will suffer greatly 
from this legalization of between 12 and 20 million illegal citizens. 
If you have an opinion on this illegal immigration issue, please 
write, email or call me with your concerns. If you would like to let 
the public know your opinion I will print some and place others on 
our website www.blackvoicenews.com that is read by over I mil-
lion readers each month around the world. Let me conclude by 
complimenting Miss USA on the way she conducted herself after 
the fall and booing. She responded to the crowd in Spanish and 
with a smile. What class. 
Building Better Communities 
COMMENTARY 
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Prices: The True ·Friend of The Environment 
Given the current concern about 
man-made global warming, I fully 
expected that the rising price of 
gasoline would be greeted with cel-
ebration. Environmentalists and 
politicians currying their favor have 
warned us of the need to reduce our 
carbon footprint. Higher gasoline 
prices will curb the use of gasoline, 
encourage consumers to purchase 
more fuel efficient automobiles, car 
pool and use mass transit. In short, 
higher gas prices will lead to the 
exact behavior environmentalists 
want Americans to engage in. 
However, as gas prices near all time 
highs nationally, the increase has 
been greeted not with applause, but 
with shouts of indignation and cails 
from D(,mocrats like Senator Chuck 
Schumer (D-NY) for yet another 
investigation into oil company price 
fixing. 
Over the.last 12 years, there have 
been 20 hearings investigating the 
same question and not one of them 
has concluded · that there has been 
any such gouging of prices. Still, 
Schumer charges - with no evidence 
-- that oil · companies are in collu-
sion, holding back production of oil 
in order to drive up prices. No 
doubt, oil companies are a'lso 
responsible for the violence and sab-
otage of pipelines in 'Nigeria, the 
By A. Peter Bailey 
NNPA Columnist 
In 1991 , the now-defunct 
Richmond Afro-American 
Newspaper published a·n editorial in 
response to a survey on integration 
done by Dr. Howard Shuman, a pro-
fessor of sociology at the University 
of Michigan. According to the edi-
torial, Dr. Shurman found that 
"White Americans think of integra-
tion ~s meaning one Black in a 
group , of 15 Whites where the 
Whites are in complete control. 
Black Americans, on the other hand, 
think en integration as meaning a 
ratio of 50 to 50 where either a 
Black or White person could be 
domina11,t." That says it all and 
explains why focusing too much on 
integration as the goal of th@ 
Movement has proven to be a 
treacherous trap, harqlful to the true 
empowerment of our people in this 
country. 
It has been r!!ported in The 
Washington Post that in August 
the tongue when candidate Hill_ary 
Clinton proposed to "take" the prof-
its of big oil and invest them in fed-
• era! research into alternative energy. 
fires on oi I platforms off the coast of 
Congo, and they no doubt manufac-
tured Hurricane Katrina that 1!0ok 
out 15% of American refining 
capacity. A couple questions for the 
senator: Whq was on the grassy 
knoll? Is Elvis dead or alive? Just 
checking. 
Schumer's public indignation is 
actually political sleight of hand. He 
points the finger at oil companies to 
distract from the fact that govern-
ment -- in the form of federal, state 
and local taxes -- makes al(nost 
twice as much "profit" as oil compa-
nies do. In some jurisdictions, that 
"profit" approaches 50 cents per gal-
lon. Schumer is clearly not opposed 
to profit so long as those profits fall 
into the coffers of big government · 
instead of big business. 
I suspect Sch,umer and others 
wistfully look southward and see 
Hugo Chavez, of Venezuela, nation-
alizing the oil industry and think 
"why not here?" It was no slip of 
Comrades Clinton and Schumer 
have clearly forgotten the primary 
economic lesson of the 20th century 
to whit: the fr~e market is far more 
efficient in• directing scarce 
resources than is a market directed 
centrally. And one way in which a 
free market achieves its efficiency is 
through prices. 
The rising price of gasoline will 
spur automakers to meet the con-
sumers increased demand for more 
fuel efficient automobiles and spur 
municipalities to improve mass tran-
sit systems as citizens begin driving 
less, all of which will begin to redi-
rect investment capital towards 
more cost effective al tern a ti ve 
sources of energy - the source of 
energy that best meets the needs of 
the consumers, which may or may· 
not meet the needs of the genius~s in 
Washington. The environment will 
benefit as will our national security 
by easing our reliance on foreign oil. 
True friends of the environment 
should be asking, "are gas prices 
high enough?" 
The answer is no not nearly high 
enough - not if we are truly interest-
ed in changing the habits of 
Reality Check 
2007, the United States wi ll open 
"The biggest U.S. embassy on 
earth"_ in Baghdad. Anyone wonder-
ing why should note a letter-to-the-
editor in the newspaper, The 
Politico, which stated that " ... we 
the U.S.''. are building e·xtensive 
military bases in Iraq because that 
was a primary objective from the 
start. The projection of U.S. power 
in the Middle East was spelled out 
in the document, Rebuilding . 
America's Defenses, produced by 
The Project for the New American 
Century. PNAC signatories include 
Dick Cheney,. Scooter Libby, 
Donald Rumsfield, Paul Wolfowitz 
and other Bush 1;>olicy makers ... 
The war in Iraq is n~t about WMD, 
terrorism or empowering Islamic 
populations with rea1,"democracy. It 
is about wealth, power, strategic 
resources and the ambitious agenda 
of the Bush neoconservatives .... " 
If there is to be any serious count-
er attack against the cultural and 
psychological poison given to our 
children by "'!hat the late C. 
DeLores Tucker caJled "the unholy 
coalition of gangstas from the • 
streets and gangstas from the 
suites," we must clearly analyze 
what we are dealing with. 
Comments attributed to three young 
Black males in an article in The 
Chronicle of Charleston, SC clearly 
demonstrates how successful the 
poisoners have been in polluting the 
minds and souls of too many of our 
young people. They said as follows: 
"I love rap music. It's degrading and 
it's nasty but I love it." 
"It's disgusting , the videos, the 
songs but it's the music I listen to . 
It's what's popular." 
" I know it's degrading and I don't 
necessarily agree with what is said 
but it's still good music and I like to 
jam to it." 
It makes yoU\wanna holler! 
One of the most potent weapons 
used by the Eurocentric conserva-
tive talk show propagandists and 
their allies in the journalistic, aca-
demic and political arenas is to 
accuse one of being politically cor-
American consumers.. The fact is 
that adjusted for inflation and costs 
relative to income gas prices in •the 
United States are sti ll relatively low, 
which is why as much as Americans 
complain about th~ price of gas ~e 
have not significantly altered •9ur 
behavior. · ' 
Rather than point the finger at 
greedy oil companies, Chuck 
Schumer and our other poliii~al 
leaders that talk the environmental 
talk should be offering the public 
straight-talk about the role prices 
c,an play in actually achieving• our 
environmental policy goals. 
Unfortunately, Schumer is IT19"e 
an opponent of big.business than he 
is a friend of the environment and as 
such, he is concerned, more with 
wielding pow.er than he is with actu-
al results, and populist rhetoric 
about "big oil" gouging poor e6n-
sumers is good for his political busi-
ness. So Schumer sticks to the 
script: Oil companies are evil, go;v-
emment is good. High gas price~ are 
bad, government confiscation pf 
·corporate profits is good. What are 
real policy solutions when you· 'are 
doing the work of God? 
Joseph C. Phillips is the author of 
"He Talk Like a White Boy" avail-
able wherever books are sold. 
rect (PC). For instance, if you say 
that Columbus didn't "discover t.pe 
new world," accusations of political 
correctness are hurled by the 
Eurocentric propagi:ndists . My 
response is that it is better to be 
(PC) than HI (historically incor-
rect). 
A. Peter Bailey is former editor of 
Malcolm X's "Black/ash", the 
newsletter of the Organization-of 
Afro-American Unity, founded by 
Malcolm X after he left the Nalion 
of Islam. Bailey is currently editor 
of Vital Issues: The Journal , <Jf 
African-American Speeches. He, is 
also a former contributing editor of 
Ebony Magazine, and co-author of 
"Revelation's, " an'fLu(o-biography of 
Alvin Ailey, anq "~venth Child.: A 
Family Memoir oj'Malcolm X.' 1'He 
is lecturer on Malcolm X and has 
taught courses on the Black Press at 
Virginia Commonwealth Univer~•ity. 
- Apeterb@verizon.net. 
Black Construction: Its Legacy and Future 
By Harry C. Alford 
NNPA Columnist 
f 
One of the richest legacies of 
African descendents is construction . 
From the pyramids of Egypt to the 
building of America , Blacks have 
been involved in this industry that 
will survive the times. We will 
always build. Even when we 
demolish existing structures it is 
because we are about to build some-
thing n_ew to replace it. 
Yes, construction has a certain 
future. It is a producer of many jobs 
and can provide not only a living for 
the laborers in the business but 
wealth for entrepreneurs to be hand-
ed down generation by generation. 
African slaves were brought to 
this continent in the early 1500's to 
build New York (New Amsterdam 
at the time), Philadelphia, 
Baltimore, Washington, DC.and the 
entire Southeastern territories. The 
craftsmanship that was learned 
through this action gave freed 
slaves an advantage as we slowly 
approached the Industrial 
Revolution. America relied on the 
crafts learned by Blacks during 
slavery and passed along to off-
spring from generation to genera-
tion. Even "Chicken George's" son 
in the Roots documentary owned a 
lumber yard to sell supplies to the 
local Black craftsmen who were the 
builders of the community. 
As I grew up in Ventura County, 
Calif., it was marvelous to admire 
the parents of my friends. The 
Gastons, from east Texas, were 
masters at drywall. The Draytons, 
from Louisiana, could lay masonry 
like no one else. The Gordons, from 
Georgia, were expert hod carriers. 
· No one could build a spiral staircase 
like Frank Williams , from 
Louisiana. He was so good that the 
wealthy would fly him to Australia, 
Japan, etc. to build spiral staircases 
for custom, designed mansions . He 
spent most of his local time doing it 
for homes in Hollywood and 
Beverly Hills. He raised 18 chil-
dren from the profits of his craft. 
There were many more transplanted 
craftsmen in my Southern 
California home and they were 
barely literate and uneducated but 
they mastered their crafts. 
Due to the Jim Crow laws of the 
South, there were many Black 
southern craftsmen who wou ld trav-
el to perform their ski lls. Many 
would go to places like New York, 
Philadelphia , Detroit, etc. and 
would out compete local White con-
tractors who could not perform as 
well as they did and could not settle 
for their affordable pricing. It was 
because of this , that construction 
unions in the No1th were formed to 
block out Black crews from coming 
into communities and providing a 
better service for a cheaper price. 
Soon after the unions were formed 
they set in motion the Davis-Bacon 
Act (named for two New York con-
gressmen). This act set up arbitrary 
labor wage scales so that Black 
craftsmen could no longer under 
price their White counter parts. 
They all had to pay a certain price, 
prevailing wage, at a minimum and 
competition became no more. With 
the price competition out of the 
way, the Whites moved in through 
political favor and blatant racism . 
This would be followed with 
Project Labor Agreements which 
meant some projects would be 
declared "Union Only". With the 
construction unions discriminating 
' against Blacks, PLO's would also 
mean "Whites Only". 
Construction unions have made it 
rough for Black laborers and down-
right lethal for Black-owned con-
struction companies. However, 
some of the best have made it 
through the years. Almost all of the 
longstanding Black construction 
companies have Southern roots . 
Let's look at three of the largest. 
Powers & Sons, SR Smoot and 
Russell began their businesses in 
Mississippi , West . Virginia and 
Georgia respectively. The founders 
stressed education on their children 
and today the second generation is 
bearing the fruits of that education 
(Purdue, Michigan St. and Tuskegee 
respectively) and yielding great div-
idends. The third generation is set-
tling in and they aren't just getting 
college degrees in engineering. The · 
degrees are coupled with 
Construction Management, 
Architecture, Law, MBA, etc. 
It is not just craftsmanship any 
longer. It is construction manage-
ment, program management, urban 
development, design and build to 
order, etc. The construction indus-
try demands political clout and the 
arrival of Black political power is 
right on time as c ity councils, 
school boards and mayoral offices 
have cou_rageous leaders who hap-
pen to be of the same background as 
our Black contractors. The new 
,generation in construction is some-
thing we can all be proud of. A new 
and better era is about to J'.u~ly 
evolve. 
Of course, racism still exists ' as 
well as conspiring unions and ar'lti-
affirmative action zealots who 
believe it is the destiny of Blacks to 
fail at business and not be consid-
ered a part of this economy. We,wi'll 
defeat them. In fact, we love: to 
fight them at every comer as ·we 
have a rising inventory of great 
entrepreneurs who have derived 
from the craftsmanship that acttilllly 
built this nation and empires from 
Timbuktu to Ramses II. A famiJy 
tradition continues! .' ( 
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?American Sports University hosts Synergy Conference 
. The Black Voice News 
· •· SAN BERNARDINO 
, - •J 
By Gary Montgomery 
· BVN Staff 
' The National Alliance of 
, _4frican American Athletes held 
, its 2007 Synergy Conference last 
_ Saturday at the newly founded 
·American Sports University in 
downtown San Bernardino. The 
Alliance is a national organiza-
tion dedicated solely to the 
· ·empowerment of young African-
, A merican males through athlet-
' ics, education and public pro-
.grams. Since 1992 the Alliance 
has vetted the nation 's top high 
school senior athletes selecting a 
.small elite group to be honored 
with the title "Premiere African-
American Male Scholar Athlete" 
in the nation. rl]e top scholar-
athlete from t,hivgroup is award-
ed the increasingly prestigious 
Franklin D . Watkins Memorial 
Ti:ophy Award. The alliance 's 
foundation expands its national 
success through regional activi-
ties such as its very popular 
Synergy Conference. 
The goal of the Alliance's 
Synergy Conferences is to facili-
tate the development of African-
They take game 
one 3-2 in late 
surge over Ottawa 
•The Black Voice News 
By Jon D. Gaede 
BVN Staff 
ANAHEIM 
Just like the Los Angles Kings 
wanted to win the cup for Wayne 
Gretsky, the Ducks would love 
.to give one to Teemu Selanne. 
With 48 goals this year and. 540 
all time, Selanne remains the 
epitome of class. At 36, he could 
have hung up his skates several 
years ago. Local fans are fortu-
nate that he decided to hang 
around to chase the cup for 
l\flaheim. 
The Ducks eliminated the 
,perennial powerhouse Detroit 
,Red Wings in six games, last 
week . It · Selanne's first trip to 
a cup final . He is determined to 
'make the most of it as his team-
mates bring a surge of passion to 
the ice. Selanne's 36 year old 
knees have been featured on Fox 
Sports as Teemu painfully reha-
.bilitates them in the off season. 
, He may be Hockey's current 
Micky Mantle and the sport 
surely needs one. 
On Monday night, the Ducks 
found themselves in an all too 
familiar place, behind by at least 
one goal. This has been their pat-
tern for over half of their 13 
·, play.off games this year. 
Opponents have taken note, this 
js when the real Ducks start 
swinging. Like a derby horse 
behind by 15 lengths, the Ducks 
'will surge, tie the game and then 
beat you with a stick raised a 
crescendo! 
For those who do not watch 
much hockey, it only takes a 
period or two to get behind a 
team skating with passion. The 
Anaheim crowd had grown mys-
t eriously quiet until six minutes 
into the final period when Ryan 
Getzlaf was able to wrist a shot 
that j1..1st eluded Ottawa goalie 
R ay Emery. The orange towels 
were out and the decibels were 
up. That tied the game at 2. Most 
fans would stand throughout the 
remainder of the game. Yes, 
hockey can get that exciting . The 
Ducks went a man down twice 
during the final minutes as their 
big line killed off penalties well. 
The hero of game 1 came in 
the form of Travis Moen. With 
2 :55 remaining in regulation , 
Moen skated in front of the net 
'!hile Rob Nedermayer fed him 
<l crisp pass from behind the net. 
The rest was reflexes and raised 
Ryan Tollner, Sports Agent, Porter Hill, Winner for Life Award recipient, Brandon 
Thomas and Charles Grays Ill 2007 Regional Awardees-lnland Empire Regional 
Winners and Gary Montgomery, Sports Editor Black Voice News. 
American Men and Boys in 
American Society. The idea is to 
expose ' young males to promi-
nate role models in an informal 
setting to encourage discussion 
and an interchange of informa-
tion . 
Saturday's panel featured and 
array of high profile and highly 
successful individuals from dif-
ferent areas of the sports indus-
try and related professions. Each 
speaker shared their personal 
stories answered questions and 
generally shared their combined 
life experiences with the atten-
dees . 
The alliance also selected sev-
eral outstanding young men to 
be honored during the confer-
ence. Porter Hill of Compto'n 
High School was awarded the 
Life Award. Brandon Thomas of 
Moreno Valley Canyon Springs 
and Charles Grays III from 
Arroyo Valley High School were 
each recipients of the 2007 
Regional Awards. Each of these 
Steve Perales ASU Admissions Director, Verdell Adams, Tennis Instructor, Ryan Tollner Sports Agent, Dr. Singer, President 
ASU, Dr. Mumbi Thairu Sports Agent, Dr. Robert Gains President California Black Chambers, Everette Pearsall Executive 
Director NAAAA, Gary Montgomery Sports Editor Black Voice, Anthony Prior Retied NFL Player & Author, Reginald Grant 
Former NFL player & Conference Coordinator, Author Fayne President 4Klds Foundation, Dr. Harry Hwang ASU. 
seniors exemplifies the commit-
ment to academics, athletics and 
community championed by the 
Alliance. The honorees received 
proclamations from their respec-
tive Mayor 's offices and a 
plaque. 
The American Sports 
University is a newly founded 4-
year college dedicated to sports 
management. ASU is' located in 
the heart of downtown San 
Bernardino and is the only 4-
year sports only college in the 
country. ASU offers undergradu-
ate degree programs that lead to 
the Bachelor of Science Degree 
in Spo;1s Education. The many 
disciplines include Sports man-
agement, Sports Coaching, 
Sports Marketing, Sports Health, 
Sports Training and Fitness, 
Sports & Special Education and 
Sports Recreation Management. 
Gmontgomery can be reached 
at gmontgomery@ 
sports@blackvoicenews.com 
Ducks in Stanley ·cup Finals 
Photo by Jon Gaede 
ON SOLID ICE • Ray Emery, one of only a handful of Black professional 
hockey players starts in the net for Ottawa. 
• Photo by Jon Gaede 
SUPER STAR CHASES CUP· Teemu Selanne, at 36 skates like a 20· 
year-old in pursuit of Stanley Cup. 
sticks as the Anaheim Ducks 
take game one, enroute to their 
first Stanley Cup. 
Unfortunately for hockey fans, 
<..l 
the networks have chosen not to 
cover these games in prime time. 
Local cable companies offer the 
games on 'Versus" an add on 
service. For local fans willing to 
drive to Anaheim, go to "Top of 
the Line Tickets" located just 
across the street from the Pond. 
They can be reached at 1-800-
SEAT YOU. For those who ju t 
want to take part in a rare 
Stanley Cup quest by ~n expan-
sion team like the Ducks, you 
won 't be disappointed. Get into 
the game. 
..---------------------------, 
Photo by Jon Gaede 
GAME 1 TO ANAHEIM- Travis Moen Is surrounded by fellow Ducks as 
he scored to win first game 3-2 over Ottawa. 
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UC PRESIDENT 
Continued from Front Page 
preparation in place 73 percent 
of graduates go on to secondary 
education. 
At San Gorgonjo, UC~ 's P-20 
Alliance is operating several 
programs, including the Edge 
Academy (a summer algebra 
academy) Mathematics 
Engineering Science 
Achievement, Early Academic 
Outreach Program and .the 
California Science and 
Mathematics Teacher Initiative. 
All of the programs operate in 
collaboration with the San 
Bernardino County Schools, 
other partners in K-14 and area 
businesses. 
In the school auditorium 
Dynes · heard testimony from 
teachers, parents and several 
past and present program partic-
ipants. 
-"These programs are a life 
blood for many of our students, 
said principal Sandy Robbins. 
"Academic preparation pro-
grams aimed at equipping stu-
dents for college impact virtual-
ly every aspect of life on our 
campus. We cannot allow them 
to be compromised." 
San G. \\.enior Brittany 
Christopher, (aid Dynes UCR's 
OBAMA 
Continued from \rant Page 
ty, and these people are going 
home and donating online. He is 
resonating with millions of 
young people who have for the 
most part been politically turned 
off, tuned out and kicked to the 
curb. 
Lisa who is African-
American says regrettably some 
media conservatives, Black vot-
ers and even members of the 
Black political establishment 
suggest Obama's Harvard edu-
cation, his white mother, suc-
cessful Kenyan father and his 
privileged background separate 
him from the experiences of 
mainstream African-Ame,ricans. 
1 She says popular Internet 
sites such as MySpace and 
YouTube have become the new 
weaponry for educating voters. 
"The Internet allows voters to 
see past the hype. Obama's fam-
ily, bi-racial roots, political and 
Women in Mathematics and 
Science · Conference helped 
shape her pathway to attend the 
Riverside campus as. a biomed-
ical sciences major. 
"The· conference was an eye 
opening experience. I now rec-
ognize the contributions of and 
need for more women in health 
and science and the importance 
of exposing young women like 
me to the unlimited possibilities. 
Hearing from so many accom-
plished women including our 
charismatic lecturer Dr. Clute, 
ignited my passion for biology 
and desire to become a medical 
doctor," said Christopher. 
California State Summer 
School for Math & Science 
(COSMOS) attendee Francisco 
Reveriano said the hands-on 
interactive UC Irvine program 
opened intellectual doors many 
students only dream of. 'The 
experiences took me on a wild 
ride from many very late nights 
at the UCI observatory to com-
plicated projects of calculating, 
proving and running computer 
simulations of dark matter." 
"It is amazing to me how 
m_uch good can come from 
working together to help young 
people particularly . young 
women. When we knock down 
the societal and cultural barriers 
surrourn;ling science and math· 
personal views including his 
shortcomings are in plain view 
to debate and chew on - "like 
me, he's trying to quit smoking." 
Lisa says she became a donor 
during an Obama led podcast in 
which the candidate stated 'there 
is no Black America or white 
America, only the United States 
of America.' 
First time voter Kurt thinks 
Obama has the best potential to 
change America's image around 
the world . The twenty-some-
thing Asian-American com-
modities trader, said he first 
heard Obama during a rally at 
USC last year. 
"He's a trailblazer, fresh, hon-
est and energetic and he voted 
against the war in Iraq. Still Kurt 
insists he 's not ready to fall for 
Obamanomics just yet. "I like 
his fierce opposition to the war, 
however, his economic and for-
eign policies are hard to pigeon . 
hole." 
"What makes Obama a trail-
blazer is that the 45-year-old is 
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students find a surprising world 
of potential waiting," said 
UCR's Pam Clute, assistant vice 
provost of academic preparation 
partnerships and executive 
director of the Academy of 
Learning through Partnerships 
for Higher Achievement 
(ALPHA). "San Gorgonio High 
is a great example of how criti-
cal these program are," said 
Clute. 
"If you keep your head 
screwed on straight the world is 
yours," Dynes told the students, 
many of them from low income 
families. "A college education 
will take you where you want to 
go. If you can't go to a UC go 
somewhere for goodness sake. 
You'll discover that people will 
pay you to do stuff that you like 
to do as opposed to just paying 
you to work." 
Dynes huddled with students 
and posed for photographs after 
his talk. His manner was as laid 
back as ever, his presidential 
game plan is anything but. 
He told the students in parting, 
UC Student Academic 
Preparation and Education 
Programs (SAPEP) are critical 
to providing the pathways to 
college. He said emphatically, 
"Be assured we will aggressive-
ly seek continuation of state 
funding for them." 
the first member of the post-
baby boom generation to seek 
the White House," says 
Freeman. "His message of 
change and hope resonates with 
young people who have long 
met the challenges of changing 
their country for the better," says 
Freeman. 
"Obama·•s candidacy is more 
about age than race," says Hans 
Reimer, political director of the 
non partisan youth voter group 
Rock the Vote. "Young people 
are looking for someone who 
can connect with all Americans 
and step one is to usher in a new 
generation of leaders." 
"Obama and I disagree on 
several issues ," said Ehud a 
young Riverside Republican . "I 
just believe he is genuine and 
that's an attribute that l really • 
admire." . Scotland naive Ehud 
says America's image around 
the world has been tarnished. 
"Obama wants America to feel 
good about itself again." 
KING 
Continued from Front Page 
She was tired. she was always 
trying to accommodate every-
one." King said. 
Bernice King described her 
loss as one of the most difficult 
she has ever experienc~-. more 
even than their mother who died 
last year. "It's very difficult 
standing here blessed. 1 t~ank 
you for being a loving sister and 
for being a friend." 
"She could make anything 
sound like Shakespeare," said 
Elizabeth Omilami, actre,sses , 
activist and daughter of civil 
rights activist Hosea Williams. 
"She was more than an actress. 
She was an actress on a mis-
GANG 
Continued from Front Page 
announcing a coordinated, 
multi-faceted, anti-gang initia-
tive that focuses on the three 
strategies everyone agrees work 
best: suppression, intervention 
and prevention." 
For the past several months 
the Governor has met with may-
ors, law enforcement, faith-
based and community organiza-
tions, local officials and legisla-
tors to discuss how communities 
across the s·tate are fighting 
gangs and what resources they 
need to strengthen their success. 
At every meeting the Governor 
heard about the same problems: 
lack of coordination between 
state and local agencies and pro-
grams, lack of funding, and lack 
of a comprehensive approach to 
anti-gang efforts. "Everywhere 
I went, local law enforcement 
sion." 
Poet Maya Angelou wrote a 
tribute that was read at the 
memorial service. . 
"Yolanda proved daily that it 
was possible to smile when 
wreathed in sadness," Angelou 
wrote. In fact, she proved that 
the smile was more powerful 
and sweeter because it had to 
press itself through mournful-
ness to be seen, force itself 
through cruelty to show that the 
light of survival shines for all of 
us." 
Juandalynn R. Abernathy, 
daughter of Ralph and Juanita 
Abernathy, called King her old-
est friend - meeting each other 
as babies fo the crib. 
·"I though we wou\d grow old 
together. It's very str~nge to be 
would say the problem is just 
being pushed . from one city to 
the next. They say gang leaders 
come out of state prisons and go 
right back to terrorizing their 
communities - law enforcement 
finds out they have gang leaders 
back in their communities when 
gang-related violence spikes. 
Prosecutors say they need more 
tools to protect witnesses. 
Community leaders say they can 
get kids out of gangs but they 
need help with job training and 
education. The State spends 
hundreds and hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars on education, 
job training and substance abuse 
treatment every year - with no 
foc·used coordination on gang 
activities. We need a compre-
hensive approach to gang vio-
lence that provides a statewide 
framework with long-term solu-
tions," Governor 
Schwarzenegger said. 
here today without your smiling 
face," said Abernathy. -
I • 
King died May 15 in Santa 
Monica. She had lived in 
California, most recently Culve.r . 
City, for more than a decade. A. 
private autopsy was conduct~d 
and prelimiaary results indicated 
congestive heart failure , Dexter 
King said at a news conferen_ce 
following the service. · 
Like her mother Corett~; 
Yolanda's remains were pre-· 
pared for memorial and burial by 
Tillman Mortuary in Riverside .. 
The body was flown to Atlarit/1 
by private jet. · ' 
In 1999 King joined . Inland 
leaders and members of the 
· community for the dedication ~f- · 
the Martin Luther King stature, 
in front of Riverside City Hall. ' · 
LOW INCOME:·:· 
. ' 
Continued from Front Page ' , •·. 
Perris 92570 (951-657-2358 for 
directions only) . 
· June 6, 2007: Palm Des;rf 
Library, 73-300 Fred Waring 
Drive, Palm Desert 92262 .(760-
346-6552 for directions only) 
June 11, 2007: Corona 
Public Library, 650 South Main 
Street, Corona 92882 (951-736-
2384 for directions only) 
June 14, 2007: . Sun City 
Senior Center, 29995 Evans 
Road, Sun City 92586 (95 1-
672-9673 for directions only) 
GET READY! . 
New interactive multime-
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Am I Mature Enough 
To ·Become A Parent? 
Dear Dr. Levister: I'm 14 and 
pregpant. My mom says I'm not 
ma'1Jre enough to be a parent. I say 
I'm not too young to love my child. 
L.E. 
Dear L.E. It's noble to say your 
child will be loved but love alone 
won't put food in its mouth nor 
will it pay for your child's college 
education. Parenting is hard work 
that requires more than just love. 
It's pathetic that our schools don't 
require classes in what is probably 
the most important legacy you'll 
leave behind. Becoming a parent 
means being an adult 24-7. 
Becoming physically mature 
means you' II need to mature emo-
tionally and mentally too. 
, A parent has many responsibili-
ties. When it comes to child rear-
ing, providing food, shelter cloth-
ing and medical care are just the 
beginnfog of what is expected. A 
child needs mature guidance. 
Don't expect to live out you own 
childhood while watching · your 
child grow up without a rudder. 
Children need both of their par-
ents' love, attention a._~d ~ffection. 
Don't depend on a ~ly mem-
ber(s) to raise your child. People 
who choose to become parents 
·need to be prepared financially. 
You will need a steady income to 
provide for your child's needs. 
Child rearing begins long before 
you give birth. Giving birth means 
making healthy responsible choic-
es. Get to know what's happening 
inside your body physically and 
. emotionally. As you prepare to 
give birth here are some questions 
to ponder. 
Prepared to permanently alter 
your teenage life style 
Identify sources of income 
beyond child support/government 
assistance 
Communicating with the baby's 
father 
Planning to stay in school 
Receiving pre-natal care 
Angry about being pregnant 








The most beautiful poetry is the most 
beautiful language used in the most beau-
tiful way. Perhaps poetry began from a 
desire to put the action of life into rhyth-
mic and beautiful words; or, perhaps with 
the recognition of one's mortality- i.e. 
that nothing on earth lasts forever; or with 
a sense of the dreaminess of time--i.e. that 
life is like a dream and that one is floating 
down the eternal river of Nun-and get-
ting on and off at certain points. Because 
humans are born with developed feelings 
and emotions and because one's reasoning 
intellect and common sense do not devel-
op until sometime after birth and because 
poetry concerns imagination and verbal 
creativity and because Africans, the first 
humans on earth, orchestrati:d their 
progress mainly by right brain usage, poet-
ry was the earliest language of humanity. 
Building Better Communities 
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Nevertheless, deemed the most refined 
and profound form of communication, 
poetry is separated from the rest of lan-
guage. Good poetzy fashions surprise cl31"-
ity, stimulates remembrances of the forgot-
ten, and feeds and waters the passions. 
This is done through the imagination or, 
dreams or feelings or the over-all rhythm 
rather than through description. Poems 
stimulating admiration have beauty and 
power of language as well as beauty and 
depth of sentiment that touch the heart. To 
possess a poetic mind is to see and feel 
things in life in a harmonious way; to have 
the ability to explore hidden recesses for 
greater awareness and for deeper, wider, 
higher, longer, and more varied meanings; 
to understand the unity spirit of God's 
creatures and creations; and to respectful-
ly flow with nature and her moods. 
Perhaps the Persians fashioned poetry the 
best. 
Black American parents who teach their 
children uplifting poetry discover many 
benefits-benefits which contribute ·to a 
solid foundation for dealing with life in a 
manner that generates productivity and 
happiness. First, it establishes a connec-
Poetry 
lion with their Primitive (the fitst) African 
ancestors (who originated poetry) and with 
their Ancient African ancestors ( who used 
it to help establish good relations with aiid 
behaviors towards fellow humans). 
Second, poetry molds one's mind for 
thinking on higher and more pleasant 
planes of existence than is present in the 
chronically angry and destructive mind. 
Third , that higher functioning mindset 
level serves as a magnetic attraction for 
greater thoughts (which may lead to 
visions). Fourth, poetry serves as a matrix 
(womb) for creative ideas to appear, bed, 
grow, bud, flower, and fruit. If you tum the 
pages of any collection of great poems, 
notice the many different patterns formed 
by the lines and stanzas. Some patterns of 
verse have proved to be so well suited to 
the expression of certain kinds of ideas 
that they have come to be standard verse 
forms. Almost all poets use them at one 
time or another. 
As with all paintings and all art, all 
poetry is based upon two elements-the 
scene (i.e. the big picture} and the senti-
ment (i.e. the mood given to it by the 
poet). The picture may be particularly 
The High Cost of Being a Poor Youth in a Material World 
Richard 0. 
JONES 
leather jackets.cheap flashy jewelry, and 
fancy cars, which in some instances are 
already stolen at the time of the carjack-
ing . 
Not many athletes or other entertain-
ers endorse shoes or other clothing items 
that is within the budget of the urban sin-
gle mother who is responsible for pur-
chasing clothing for her family. 
However, two cpnscientious basketball 
players are making an effort to make 
affordable tennis shoes ($14.98) accept• 
able to youth, which will cut down on 
the number of kids murdered each year 
for their over-priced name brand star-
endorsed shoes. Stephan Marbury of the 
New York Knicks started it and Ben 
Wallace of the Chicago Bulls has joined 
the cause . 
"Kids don't really understand what it 
takes 10· go out and buy a pair of $~00 
pair of shoes," Wallace said at a recent 
news conference. "We don't understand 
th,e pressure we put on our parents when 
we're growing up. This is one of the 
things where I think the parents will 
appreciate it a lot more than the kids 
right now because it eliminates so much 
stress from the parents. All parents want 
to see their kids have nice things." 
spirit approached certain artists and said, 
"I will give you great wealth, cars, jew-
elry, and great fame if you flaunt my 
materialistic fantasies to urban youth. It 
will cause them to rob, steal, and even 
kill to obtain your image. Is it a deal?" 
The artist thinks about it a moment and 
replies, "Sure, what's the catch?" 
Email: richardojones I@verizon.net 
Tired of Renting 
Home Ownership 
Opportunity 
lease to buy San 
Bernardino 
County Program 






beautiful-as of a sunset or a full moon. 
This idea of "picture" is highly subjective, 
and borrows its charm from human 
thoughts and sentiments. One form of sen-
timent is a call to action, as with the poem 
I learned in the fourth grade: "Somebody 
said it couldn't be done/But he with a 
chuckle replied/Maybe he couldn't but he 
Thursday, May 31 , 2007 
would be one/Who wouldn't say so 'ti! 
he'd tried/ So he buckled right in with a 
trace of a grin/He took off his coat and 
went to it/ He started to sing as he tackled 
the thing/That couldn't be done and he did 
it." (E.A. Guest). 
website: www.jablifeskills.com 
Joseph A. Bailey, Il, M.D. 
U ing legal drugs to excess 
Exercising regularly 
Getting enough sleep 
Take some time to reflect on 
these questions. Your answers 
should give you some insight into 
what's occurring in your b_ody, 
some of what's expected of you 
and whether you are ready to 
become a parent. 
The hip-hop culture is not responsible 
to find a cure to all social ills in the 
urban communities but at least they 
could stop accentuating, glorifying, and · 
provoking it. However the hip-hop and 
gangster rap culture is only a lug on the 
wheel that drives many black and Latino 
youth to ruin their lives or end up in an 
early grave. The fuel that drives the 
engine of a corrupt mentality in urban 
youth is poverty, envy, and the lack of 
self-control. This envy stems from the 
visual messages from most African-
American hip-hop artists and athletes via 
the media and commercials that paint the 
illusion of happiness through material-
ism. Although the foul language, 
immoral behavior, and frequent arrests 
of rap artists and athletes are horrendous 
and sets a poor moral example, the 
greater damage i the mindset that leads 
to murder. The hip-hop music videos are 
laced with the appearance of wealth in 
teens and young adult with an excessive 
amount of jewelry, lavish homes , expen-
sive cars, private planes, and yachts. The 
designer hip-hop clothes are expen~ive 
but are a must-have item for the \lision-
ary urban youth, who is primarily the 
target customer. Even the tennis shoes 
are of the$ 150 to $250 variety. Dangling 
this type of happiness and prominence 
illusion in the face poverty-stricken 
urban youth is dangerous and demean-
ing. As a result thousands of youth are 
killed each year for their tennis shoes, 
While violent assaults and even mur-
der among youth have been linked to 
theft of certain dress items in schools, 
official records about these incidents 
nationally by law enforcement officials 
or school officials are often not reported 
or reported inconsistently (National 
School Safety Center, 200 I). Celebrities 
and artists flaunting expensive clothing 
and jewelry in videos and movies target-
ed at urban youth, which leads to the 
death of many or the breaking of the law 
to obtain the prestigious illusions of hap-
piness, should follow the lead of 
Marbury and Wallace and encourage 
sensible priced wear. It's as if a demonic 
Famitv Health & Suppon Network ·Inc., 
Juanita 
BARNES 
Due to the passing of her mother, Juanita Barnes' column will 
return next week. 
Our prayers go out to her and her family in this their hour of grief. 
THE BVN Staff 
Perris Valley Youth 
2007 Golf Tournament 
Best Ball Format 
Friday, June 15th 
12:00 P.M. Shot Gun Start 
At the beautiful 
Indian Hills Golf Club 
Riverside, CA 
$100 Per Player 
$400 for 4som~ 
Dinner for non Golfers $30 
Tournament Prizes 
Raffle Prizes Galor 
Longest Drive 




Come Play With The NFL Alumni! 
For information please call Andre Mitchell 951.-906-3946 or Rick Cole 951 -
928-1415 www.pvfootball.com 
P.O. Box 478 • Perris, CA 92572 
in coruuncdan With Ille IACCPS 1resems: 
CELEBUTION & RI D 
Calling all natural puffs, platform shoes, 
bellbottoms, tie-dye shirts, apple hats and hip-
huggers. If you haven't worn hair in a while, 
here's your opportunity! 
Beautilul Palm 
Springs, CalHornia 
When: Saturday, June 16, 2001 
6:00 pm - 1 :00 am 
here: Indian Canyon Golf Reso 
1097 Murray Canyon Dr. 
Palm Springs, CA 92262 
Ca,-& Dlmllllel n 
Spades, Bid Whist, Tunk and Dominoes 
players, get your partners or team together for 
the card competition. L.A. v.s. Palm Springs, 
Indio v.s. Moreno Valley, San Bernardino v.s. 
Palm Desert, however you want to mix it up! 
CIB Vickie at: 760/340.244! to register 
Don't let distance be a factor. Strap on your 70's gear and make 
your way to the beautiful hilltop of Palm Springs to join with a mature 
audience as we celebrate Juneteenth 2007 under the stars, while 
helping to sponsor the FHSN Youth Summer Bash at Knott's Soak 
City. If you don't live here, get a room and stay a while. In case we 
forgot to mention it; Live Band, D.J. (Oldies Only), open buffet (house 
par,ty style), raffles every hour, photographer to capture your 70's 
attire and card & dominoes competition all for a mere ---~ 
Famit/ Health & Support Netw011<, Inc. 1s a private non-profit 501 (cK3) oorporabon. All donations are tax deducttile. 
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JOB CONNECTION / EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
ADOPTIONS 
CONSIDERING ADOPTION? We match Blrthmothers with Families 
nationwide. Living Expenses Paid. Toll Free 24/7 Abby's One True Gift 
fdoptions. Hl66-459-3369. (Cal-SCAN) 
AUTOS WANTED 
DONATE YOUR CAR: Children's Cancer Fundl HeJp Save A Child's 
~a~~~~:~ef~t2~~~ 1;lai-;~~)sy & Tax Dedudble. 
DONATE YOUR VEHICLE! United Breast Cancer Foundation. A =~w,~9Fr::~edF~;_9%~~~~~~~u~~ An~~~~~; 
46~964. (Ca~SCAN) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
A CASH COWII 30 ·Vending Machines/You Approve Each location. 
Entire Business - $10,970. 1-800-VENOING (1-800..S36-3464). 
www.1800Vending.com (Cal-SCAN) 
ALL CASH CANOY Route. Do you eam $800 a d~ 30 machines and 
~~it2!~91c~ti~™: LLC, 880 Grand 81v ., Deer Park, NY. 1-
S,TART YOUR OWN landscape Curbing Business- High Demand. Low 
Overheads. High Profit. TrainingAvailabHJ. Priced from $12,000. 1-800-
667-5372. www.EdgeMaster.net (Cal-SCAN) 
BUSINESS SERVICES 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING. Reach over 3 million Californians. 140 
=~~:ion:~~86 c;: ~!soga~r). t!rt1·sf=o~i (~~=~ 
playad@cnpa.com (Cai-SCAN) 
REACH OVER 6 MILLION CALIFORNIANS! 240 newspapers 
statewide. Classified $550 for a 25-word ad. Call (916) 288-6019 clas-
sad@cnpa.com (Cal-SCAN) 
The California Press Release Service distributes yoor news releases 
electronlcally to 500 California newspaper editors In Californla. For 
more information go to www.CalifornlaPressReleaseServlce.com 
Questions csll (916) 288-6010. (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT• Small financial securities fim, Is seek-
ing an administrative assistant for the main office located in Ramona to 
manage the office and assist management in the trading/operattons 
department. Experience in trading or operations would be helpful. Must 
hpve proficient skills with MS Word, Excel and Outlook. Please send a 
resume and desired salary 10 craney@samuelschase.com or fax to 
(160) 789-8247. (Cal-SCAN) 
DETENTION OFFICER: S17.32-$20.69 per hour to s1art. Phoenix, 
Arizona, Maricopa County Sheriff's Office. ExceJlent benefits. No 
Experience Necessary. Conlaet 1-602-307-5245. 1-877-352-6276. or 
www.MCSO.org 400 vacanc.es. (Cal-SCAN) 
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE Teacher needed. Complete information can 
~~~~:1c:t~a~ity~e~~~ 1:1:.~a~s~~n~r~~~~ 
: tyschools.org 520-464-8972. (Cal-SCAN) 
HELP WANTED/DRIVERS 
• Y=~.,;,~.~~Wai1i,~l'c~-r~:_n~iai:m;~fgo/:~.~ 
1-866-684-2519 EOE. (Cal-S~ 
DRIVER: Don~ Just Slart Your reer, Start It Right! Company 
Sponsorad CDL training In 3 weeks. Must be 21. Have CDL? Tuition 
Reimbursement! wgreen@crst.com 1-800-781-2778. (Ca~CAN) 
~~E~~ ~:;;:~c~~u~~ln~s ~o"w~cic1,~rn~g';_~~Tianb~:. 
. Central Refrigerated 1-800-727-5865 ,4779. (Cal,SCAN) 
bRIVER; TAKE CARE of your Family. Join ours. Consistent mtles, 
· 'regional and deditated runs. Company paid Commercial Drivers 
nse training. www.SW1l'tTruckingJobs.com 1-86647s.6828. EOE. 
' (Cal-SCAN) 
, DRIVERS - COLA $1, 000 Sign-On Bonus. New Pay Packa~III Local 
' ee~:B;on81.P~~·a~:~ g~~:t;~ome ,t'uc:[:, ·ca1~~1-s~~~,~~i1~ 
: www.SystemTrans.com System Transport, Inc. {Cal.SCAN) 
~!!,~~J~~c~~v~i.J.6~~~1c?/&mi . .rJ8~3i~es~nusic!~ 
, SCAN) 
: MCKELVEY TRUCKING COljl Cash In Your Hand ,ht Nowl ~ for 
• ~i~c,~::T~fng6co:o(Can~Jirrlence -800-410 55. 
NATIONAL CARRIERS needs Company Drtvers for Its Regional 
' Operations in Southeast California. Excellent Benefits, Generous 
. W£11ie,J!"N~t~r!,~~,:11t:.:ri:.rc:,&iL-A Required. 1-888-707-
0TR DRIVERS DESERVE more pay and more hometimel $.38/ml-1 
y.ear expenence. More expet1ence makes morel Home weekends! Run 
our Western Region! Heartland Express 1-800-441-4953 
· .HeartlandExpress.corn (Cal-SCAN) 
' PAID CDL TRAINING No Experience Neede<II Earn $40k-$75K In your 
new career1 Stevens Transport will sponsor the total cost of your COL 
training! Excellent Benefits & 401KI No Money Down! No Credit 
Checks! EOE. CaJI Now! 1-800-333-8595. www.BecomeADriver.com 
(Cal-SCAN) 
HOMES FOR SALE 
~:~:!.~~/~f1~f99~~~ ~~iar:~:r.~~~~ ~,! 
Real Es1ate 1-503-329-7380, m"1woid@aol.com (Ca~CAN) 
LAND FOR SALE 
~~~e~!~ ~~~~s :anv~e:~:.ii!~~0a~~ ~~::· :a~r~h1~~ 
Private stash of retiring developer. 1-707-847-3888. (Cal-SCAN) 
LAND FOR SALE/OUT OF STATE 
1ST TIME OFFERED· 40 acres - $39,900; 80 acres - $69,900. Near 
Moses L-e. WA. 300 days of sunshine. Mix of rolling hills and rock 
outcroppings. Excellent views, private gravel roads, ground water and 
;~slN)ccessl Financing available. Call WALR 1-866-585-5687. (Cal-
1ST TIME OFFERED. New Mexico Ranch Dispersal. 140 acres • 
$99,900. River access. Northam New Mexico. Cool 6,500' elevation 
with stunning views. Great tree cover induding Ponderosa, rollin~ 
f:s~~C~ttNdM~~~~~~~~~~~;::."~t~~~CAt)t hunting. E 
ABSOLUTE STEAL- ARIZONA Ranch Llquldation. 36 AC - $59,900. 
Perfect for private retreat. Endless views. Beautiful setting with fresh 
~v~~I~:~. ~:r~~:~r~l~~7~~u1~ 6~:h(~~S~~)· Financing 
ARIZONA • WICKENBURG AREA. 36AC • $159,900. Saddle Creek 
Ranch. Stunning ranch with amazing views. Diverse topography; good 
~~~s~~~;~~tfz~: ;~.;~~~~~4.,d(~l~CA~;rld dimate. E-
FISH LAKE VALLEY. NV. 10 ac Trout Stre.im $59,900 Endless 
Recreational Opportunities. Spectacular views of Eastern sk>pe of 
snowcapped White Mountains. Within looming presence of Nevada's 
highest peak and range. Cool, dear year round Rainbow Trout Creek. 
Call today! Wonl lasll Call 1-877-349-0822. (Cal-SCAN) 
l.AKEFRONT BARGAIN! 10 Acres - $99,900. 960' Shoreline. Wooded 
property, rolUng to lake wfbeautiful water views. Ideal locatioo on 
53.000 acre lake. Private lake docks, dlrectty adjoins to 1 .5 million acre 
Na1'1 Forest. Short drive to Bra~son. MO. Great terms. 1-of-a-Kindl Cal 
now 1-800-319-3967 x654, www.Oakslanding.com (Cal-SCAN) 
MISSOURI LAKEFRONT JUST $59,900 Own private woode<l lakefront 
on Missouri's popular Lake of The Ozarttsl Enjoy lots of water activities. 
fishing, boating, water skling - right at your doorstep! Paved roads, all 
utilities. pool/ clubhouse. Excellenl Financing, call for detalsl 1-866-
696-5263 x2661. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO 3-8 ACRES with utilltlos & water. Surrounded by 
Government land, Great access, wdd~fe, trees, views. Guaranteed 
financing. Hitching Post Land Company, 1-888-812-5830. (Cal-SCAN) 
NEW MEXICO HIGH Country. 3-8 ACRE cabin sites. Trees, views, 
underground tx,wer and water. Sunounded by Government land. Low down. Guaranteed financing. www.HitchlngPostland.com 1·888,812· 
5830. (Cal-SCAN) 
OWNERS SACRIFICE. 40 acres - was $63,900. NOW $59,900: 90 
minutes from Satt Lake City in SW Wyoming. Recreational paradise . 
¥!~~in~aie~~~ ~~~J~~~.'~sJ~~~~~l,,iti:r EZ 
SO. COLORADO RANCH Sale. 35 Acres- $36,900 Spectacular Rocky 
Mountain Views Year round access, elecJ tele Included. Come for the 
~e:~:~t ~:ri f~~~ l~~e.L~~~l~gt =::n~=~6~5~61:r ,J~Q. 
(Cal-SCAN) ' 
WESTERN NEW MEXICO. 16 acres $39,990. Scenic region, tall trees, 
views, wildlife, nearby State & BLM land, electricity. Horseback riding, 
~~i_ng817~~~~~:J;,9ti~ :.r ~~~S&~}ay, or retirement 100% financ-
LAND/ACREAGE 
A RARE FIND New Mexico. Lake Access Retreat - 10 acres - $25,900. 
, Priced For Quick Sale. Incredible setting, lnciudl"Y. frequently running 
:~1Ten~fi:·nc~~~ia~n~~t&~~c~1~~~·-91it8rca~i~r· 
MEDICAL SUPPLIES/EQUIPMENT 
POWER WHEELCHAIRS and SCOOTERS at little or no cost to sen-
Wai'~il~blS:ndwithW~rrS:~.re,p~~!';~~ or M~~i;~ce111'f:14~!~ii: 
www.ProHealthMobility.com (Cal-SCAN) 
REAL ESTATE 
MUST SELLI Ftxer Uppers. Ban, Foreclosures. Company Owned 
Properties. Distress Sales. Free list with Pictures 
www.SanDiegoLuxuryFixers.com Free Recof'ded message 1-800-253· 
8019 ID# 1042. (Cal-SCAN) 
TIMESHARES/RESORTS 
TIMESHARE!!! PAYING TOO MUCH 4 maintenance fees and taXes? 
~ .~~~ts~~es~mJ_~b_~)share for cash. 1-800-682-0296 
Career Fair 
LOCATION 
Riverside Career Development Center 
1115 Spruce Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
DATE . 
Saturday, June 16th, 2007 
*On-site Testing* 
Walk-in testing! No pre-registration necessary 
NOW HIRING!! 
8:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Testing for the following clerical positions: 
(must be at least 18 years old) 
co·me Join The 
Riverside County . 
Sheriff's 
Department 
The Riverside County Sheriffs Department currently 
offers Hiring Retention Bonuses for the following 
positions: 
Sheriff 911 communicat;ons Officer 1 
Upon Hire - $800 36 Months - $3,200 
6 Months - $800 48 Months - $3,200 
JOIN THE SAN BERNARDINO 
POLICE DEPARTMENT TEAM 
The San Bernardino 
Police Department 
is NOW HIRING for the 
position of Police Officer 
$4,685 - $6,442 
Monthly Salary 
daffiona positions ..... in_..,..u_ e_: ---12 Months - $1,600 60 Months - $3,200 
24 Months - $3,200 • Law Enforcement Trainee 
$16,ooo Total • Dispatcher 
correctjonal Cook 
Upon Hire - $500 
Community Service Officer 
36 Months - $2,000 
48 Months - $2,000 
60 Months - $2,000 
• Records Technician 
6 Months - $500 
12 Months - $1,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s10,ooo Total 
Correctjonal Senjor food Seryjce Worker 
Upon Hire - $500 36 Months - $2,000 
The SBPD offers competitive salary, 
medical, dental and vision benefits, 
paid vacation and holiday time, sick 
leave, 4/10 work schedule, bilingual 
pay, education reimbursement and 
6 Months - $500 48 Months - $2,000 POST incentive pay. 
12 Months - $1,000 60 Months - $2,000 
24 Months - $2,000 
s10,000 Total 
Interested applicants can download applica-
tions at www.JoinSBPD.org or apply in person 
at San Bernardino City Hall, located at 300 N. 
"D" St. in San Bernardino • Hire/Retention Bonus for Qualified Candidates Only -
Paid Over Five Year Period. For additional information log on to 
www . .:JoinSBPD.org 
To apply and for more information on these positions 
and others wit h the Riverside County Sheriff's 
Department, visit our website at www,jojnrsd,orq 
HAMMOND 
ORGAN 83 















626 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 700 
Los Angeles, CA 90017-2920 
323.469.8680/323.469.8683 (fax) 
www.lagrantcommunications.com 
SEND RESUMES TO: By fax to 323'469-8683 
Prior to June 4, 2007 
Charlene Amaya, 
charleneamaya@lagrant.com 
After June 4, 2007 
Keisha N. Brown, Senior Vice President & General Manager 
keishabrown@lagrant.com 
or contact the recruiter at 
(909) 388-4918 
GENERAL HOUSEKEEPING 
Residence • Office 
Free estimates ~ 
Ask for Arcelia 
(909) 268-5466 , ~ 
(909) 986-7608 W. 
New County recruitments this week: 
Child Support Officer II 
$18.11 - $23.11/hr 
Facilities Maihtenance Mechanic 
$17.24- $22:01/hr 
Library Page - Grand Terrace Branch 
$7.91 - $10.08/hr 
Sheriffs Custody AssistanUSheriff's Records 
Clerk 
$12.26 - $15.65/hr 
Social Service Practitioner 
$23.11 - $29.50/hr 
Systems Accountant 1/11 
$24.28-$34.20/hr 
San Bernardlrio County Human 
Resources 
157 W. Fifth Street, First Floor 
San ~ernardino 
Accounting Assistant I 
Starting Salary $11 .43- $14.86 Hourly 
Sheriff Corrections Assistant Trainee 
Starting Salary $11 .37-$14.80 Hourly 
· Submit a cover letter, resume and three references. 





in. ualifications Two years clerical experience 
(experience may be substituted with education) 
Test Time Approximately 2 Hours 
in. ualifications One year clerical experience 
(experience may be substituted with education) 
Test Time Approximately 2 Hours 
Accounting Assistant II 
Starting Salary $13.24 - $17.23 Hourly 
Sheriff Court Services Assistant I 
Starting Salary $11.48 - $14.94 Hourly 
in. ua/ifications One year experience as AAI with Riv-
erside County or two years experience in review, recon-
ciliation and prepar,1tion of financial accounts· (experience 
may be substituted with education) 
in. ua/ifications One year clerical experience 
(experience may be substituted with education) 
Test Time Approximately 2 Hours 
Test Time roximatel 2 Hours 
. 1lle following person(s) ~ (are) dong 
business as: 
· SHOWTIME XPRESS LLC 
· 7491 Pheasant Run Rd. 
:Ri)fflide, CA92509 
, 1900 Limonite Ave., Ste. G 
, Rive™<le, CA 92509 
• Sholwme Xpress, LLC 
'7491 Pte.sant Run Rd. 
' Riverside CA 92509 
• CAf.lFORNIA 
, This business is cooducted by Liniled 
• \:ir,billy Company. 
' Re9islranl has oot yet begun lo trans-
. act busill!s under Ille fictitious 
; name{s) lis1ed above. 
. I 4eciare that all the information ii this 
, statement is true ard cooed. IA lliljiS-
' lranl who declares as lru!, informaoon 
· whdi he er she knows lo be false ~ 
: guilty of a criTie,I . 
. $/,Jerold Stovall, Die 
. The fi'ing Of this statement does not of 
, lse~ authorize the use in th~ stale of a 
, fictitious business name in ~aaooo of 
· lhe fiJhts of anothe! t.rider federal, 
' slate, or conmon ~ (sec. 1440 el 
'.m .b&plllde) 
, Statement filed with the County of 
12:00 PM 
Testing for Deputy Sheriff Trainee: 
(must be at least 20 1/2 years old) 
Salary $3,844 monthly 
Test Time A rox. 3 Hrs 
1 (888) Join RSD (1-888-564-6773) 
Visit our website www. · oinrsd or 
Rlveiside on 5/01,1)7, 
I herelr{ certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the crig:nal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fdilious bu~ness name · 
statement e~res five yeais from the 
date It was filed ~ the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Ficlitilus 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of th~ 
statement does not itse~ ilrthorize the 
use in this state ol a Fictililus 
Bu~ness Name in ~olalion of the 
rights of another under federal, state er 
common ~w (See Section 14411, Et 
Seq., Business and Profess~ns 
Code). 
LAR~Y W. WARD, County Cieri: 
FILE NO. R-2007-06316 
p. :i10, f./11, Yl4, 5131 
The Jolklwing perioo(s) is (are) d~l'MJ 
business as: 
BACK STAGE RESTAURANT 
3597 Main St. 
R~erside, CA 92501 
4591 Geraty Cl 
Riverside, CA g2505 
Muslrd Entertainment, Inc. 
4591 Geraty Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporaoon. • 
Reiis~ant commenced lo tra:nsact 
oo~ness under the filiitious business 
name(s) fisted above oo 4/20/07. 
I declare that all the information in th~ 
statemerl ~ true ard llltTeCI. (A rlljj& 
tra:rt who declares as true, information 
which he or she krlJ'M; lo be false is 
guilty of a aime.) 
s/.Hany Midiael Wheeer, CEO 
The filil'MJ of this statement does not of 
ilsel auloorize the use in lh~ state of a 
fl:titious bu~ness name in liolation of 
lhe rights of arother under federal, 
state, or cornmon law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Stalement filed with the County of 
Riveis~e on fi/04/07. · 
I hereby certify ltlll this copy ~ a cor-
rect copy ol the orljinal statement on 
ije n my office. 
NOTICE: Th~ fictitioos business name 
slalemerl expires five years from the 
dale It was filed in the Otfce ol the 
County Cieri:. A new Fictitious 
Busness Name Statement must be 
lied before that time. The firing of I/is 
,, 
statement does not itself autroize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of lhe 
nghts of aoother urder federal, state or 
common ~w. (See Section 14411, El 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code!. 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-06462 
' p. :i/10, S'17, 5124, 5131 
The lol~W/19 personis) ~ (are) d~ng 
business as: 
ELITE JANITORIAL 
16760 Calle Pinala 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Da-ren Donte Rel~ord 
16760 Calle Pinala 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has ool yet begun lo trans-
act busines under lhe fictit~us 
name(s) lisfed above. 
I declare ltllt an lhe information ii this 
statemenh trueaoo correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, informal.on 
Illich he or she knows to be false is 
gully of a aime.) 
s/.Darren Rel~OI(! 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itsei authorize lhe use ~ this stale of a 
fictioous business name in ooatial of 
lhe rights of another urder federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Slalement filed with the County of 
Rivers~e on 5/0W7. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ifie original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This licliliot$ bu~ness name 
slaternent ex~res five years from the 
date It was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Cieri:: A . new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that lime. The filil'MJ of lhis 
statement does not itsel authorize lhe 
use in this state of a Fictioous 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of another urder federal, stale or 
COfTiTQ\ law (See Section 14411, El 
Seq., Business and Profess/ms 
~YW. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-06325 
p. :110, f./17, 5/14, f.131 
The follMil'MJ person(s) is (are) doirg 
business as: 
relations firm specializing in the African American and Hispanic 
Consumer Markets. 
RESPONSIBLE TO: Senior Vice Pres ident & General 
Manager 
STATUS: Full-time - 40+ hours/week 
SALARY/WAGES: $19,500 - 30,000 plus bonus 
CLASSIFICATION: Entry leve l 
RESPONSIBILITIES: 
Responsibilities include answering multi-line phones, typing, filing, 
ordering office supplies, photocopying, opening/sorting daily mail , 
other general office duties and assisting staff when necessary. In 
addition, the office manager is accountable for accounts payable, 
accounts receivable and producing monthly accounting reports. 
DESERT UNITED POOL & SPA 
SERVICE 
80579T~sley Ave. 
lndo, CA 92203 
Cesa1 Bender Da Motta 
80579 fosley Ave. 
lndo, CA 92203 
Sa~ador Ale~ndro Guzman 
80579 T~skly Ave. 
lndo, CA 92203 
This bu~ness is conducted by Co-
Partners . 
Registrant has not yet begun kl trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare ltllt all !he irlormation in lhis 
statement is true aQd correct. (Ar~ 
tranl who declares as true, iiformation 
wllk:h he or she knows to be fa~ is 
guily of a aime.) 
sf.Cesar Bender Da Motta 
The filil'MJ of ltis statement does not of 
lself autroize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or com1001 law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p rode) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5/01/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement exjires five years from lhe 
daleltwasfiledinlheOfliceoflhe 
County Clert1. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Slalement mu~ be 
filed before that time. The Ning of this 
-stalement ooes not itseW auttmze the 
use n this stale of a Fictitious 
Bu~ness Name in ~olation ol lhe 
rights of another under federal, stale or 
common law (See Section 14411, El 
Seq., Business and Professions 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri: 
FILE NO. e2007-01485 
p. :i10, :i17, Yl4. 5131 
The Jol&;.il'MJ peiior(s) is (are) d~l'MJ 
business as: 
SUNFLOWER REALTY 
25920 Iris Ave., Ste. 13A-144 
· Moreno. Valley, CA 92551 
Andrea Antionette Kil'M) 
15974 la Costa Alla Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
lndiv'dual. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(sl listed allove. 
I dedare that all the informaoon in th~ 
statement is true ard correct. (Areg~-
tranl woo declares as true, inklrmalion 
Which he or she knows to be false ~ 
g~lty of a aime.) 
s/ J.rorea A. Kil'M) 
Tl'e llirg of this statement does not of 
itse~ authorize the use in this sla!e of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of anolher under federal, 
stale, er comrmo law (sec. 1440 et 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riveisideon4/25/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of lne orljinal statement on 
file ~ITT/Office. 
NOTICE: This fictioous business nane 
slatemeol exjires five years from the 
datelt waslled in lheOfficeofthe 
County Cieri:. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Sta:emenl must be 
filed before ltlll time. The filing of lhis 
statement does nol lse~ authonze lhe 
use in this state of a Fictitious 
Bu~ness Name in ~olal~n of the 
fiJhts of another under federal, state or 
common law (See Section 14411, El 
~ Business and Professions 
LAR~Y W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-05975 
p. f.110, :117, Yl4, 5131 
- The rillowirg person(s) is (are) OOl'MJ 
busilessas: 
VAL'S COURIER SERVICE 
2837 Don Good'Mn Drive 
RiversKJe, CA 9J507 
Percival Baliad Kuizon 
2837 Don Good'Mn Drive 
Riveisoe, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
lrdividual. 
Regislfali has nol yet begun lo bans-
act oosines under lhe fictitious 
name{s) listed above. 
I declare lhat all lhe information in this 
statement ~ 1M and·correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, information 
which he or she krlJ'M; to be false is 
guilty of a aime.) 
s/.Peroval B. -Ku~on . 
The filil'MJ of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use ii this stale of a 
fictitious business name in villaoon of 
lhe ng,ts of another uooer federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 el. 
. seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed wilh the County of 
Riverside on 4/27.()7. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect IXl>Y of the oajnal statemeri on 
file in myoffi:e 
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness name 
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date It was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Cieri:. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before l!IJI time. Tl'e ffing of lhis 
statement does not itse~ authorize the 
use in this stale of a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of the 
rights of aoolher under federal, stale or 
common law (See Secoon 14411, El 
~ ·· Business and Professions 
LAR~Y W. WARD, County Cieri: _ 
FILE NO. R-2007-00101 
p. S'10, :i/17, Yl4, 5131 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
VIDEO TIME 
1688 N. Perris Blvd. #D-li 
Perris, CA92571 
Sunshine Vayo 
1419 E. Garcia Pl. 
Placentia, CA 92870 
This business is conducted by 
lndvidual. • 
Registrant commenced to ~ansact 
business urder lhe fictitious business 
name{s) listed above on 4/1/07. 
I declare ltllt all the information in this 
statement is true ard cooed. (A rf?S-
trant who declares as true, iiformation 
whdl he er she knows to be fa~ is 
guily of a aime.) 
s/.Suns!ine M. Vayo 
The filil'M) of this statement does oot of 
lse~ authorize the use in lhis state of a 
fictlious business name m violation of 
lhe rights of another under federal, 
stale, or comlOO'I law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 4/30/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the orljinal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictilious business name 
statement exjires f,ve years from lhe 
date tt'was fi~ in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictnious 
Bu~ness Name Statement mu& be 
filed before lhal time. The fili,g of lh~ 
statement ooes not itse!f authorize the 
use in this state ol a Fictitious 
Business Name in violation of'IM 
rights of another under federal, ~ or 
commai law (See Section 1441~ El 
Seq., Business and Professilns 
Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County CM 
FLE NO. R-2007-06222 
p. f./10, f./11, Yl4, 5131 
The folklwing person(s) ~ (ae) doi~ 
business as: 
SWEET & SEXY CLUBWARE 
10248 lrd~na Ave. 
Riverside, CA 9250J.5357 
8273 Yearlil'MJ Way 
R~~de. CA 92509 
Dani~ Ray Newcomer 
8273 Yearlil'M) Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Jeruifer Ann Newcomer 
8273 Yearlil'MJ Way 
Riverside, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
lrdividual · Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet lle(JJn te trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(sl li&ed above. l 
I dedare that al the infoonation in th~ 
statement is true and correct. (A regisl • 
tranl woo declares as true, informooon 
which he or she knows lo be false ~ 
guilty of a aime.) 
s/ .Daniel Ray Newcomer 
Tl'e filil'MJ of this statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in lhis Slae'Of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federa( 
state, er common law (se:. 1440 et. 
seq. b &pcorle) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 4/20/07. 
I hereby certiy that this cq,y is a a:,. 
reel copy of lne original statement on 
file ~ITTjoffice. 
Continued on Page A-7 
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NOTICE: This fictililus business name 
s!at~ment ex~res five years from the 
date tt was Red in lhe Office of the 
.CO\lflty Cieri. A new Fictitious 
Bu~ness Name Sta'.ement must be 
led-before that time. The fil~g of llis 
, ient does not itseff authorize the 
se ~ this state of a Fdilious Business 
in violation of tile rights of anoth-
ertooer federal, state CJ common law 
-(See Sectia, 14411, El Seq., Business 
' illd'Professions Code). 
;~AAY W WARD, County Cle!'< 
I ILE NO. R-2007--05793 
:l · : p. 5110. 5111, :124, 5131 
·ilbiii~IOl!ing person(s) is (are) ooing 
'.biJS~ess as: 
, 'M FINANACIAL SOLUTIONS 
, ~6524 Pegasus Way 
:toreno Val'ey, CA 92555 
' anda Lorriane Muswaswa 
)6524 Pegasus Way 
.l.«ireno Valley, CA 92555 
•I 
• ~is business is conducted . by 
' .. ual. 
• · tranl has not yet begun to trans-
: ct busines under the fictibous 
•rame(s) l~ted above. 
, •deciare that all tile infomnaliln in this 
• tatement is true and correct. (A regis-
, jrant who declares as true, information 
:)',!lich he or she knows lo be false ~ 
,Quilty of a crime.) 
,al.Wanda L. Muswaswa 
• ihe fil~ of tlis statement does not of 
ilseff authorize the use in lhis state of a 
-~ - s business name in violation of 
: nghts of anolher undei federal, 
. le, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
•e· b &p code) , tatement filed with the County of 
· ersije on 4/27/01. 
I heieby certify that this copy is a ca-
t' copy of the ori)inal statement on in my office. TICE: This fictitious business name 
• statement expires live years from the 
~ate it was filed in tne Office of lhe 
County C~rk. A new Fictit,ous 
~usness Name Statement must be 
filed befae that time. The filing of th s 
statement ooes not itse! aulhonze lhe 
use in this slate of a Fi:titious Business 
Name in roation of lhe nghts of arolh-
. er under federal, slate or common law e Section 14411, Et Seq .. Business Professions Code). • · RY W. WARD, County Cieri 
ILE NO. R-2007-00134 
p. 5110, 5117, :124, 5131 
'lowing person(s) is (are) doifll 
usiness as: 
H&B REALTY, LLC ' 
A5324 Averida Anilfo 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
H&B Reaty, LLC 
J5324 Avenida Anello 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
CALIFORNVI 
Th~ business is conducted by Limited 
liabrlity Company/Parine!Ship. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act bus•nes under the fictitious 
name(s) isled above. 
I deciare that all the information in this 
, statement is true ard correct. (A regis-
trant who deciares as true, information 
wliidi he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/ Rtta S. Hall, Meinber 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itself autrorize the use in !hrs state of a 
lk:litious business name in violation of 
~ riglts of arother under federal, 
$1aleb or canmon law (sec. 1440 et. 
te<f. &pcode) 
~tatement filed with the County of 
Rilerskle on 400'07. 
f herebof certify that tlis copy is a cor-
ect copy of tne original statement on 
11till my office. 
The fo~fll person(s) is (are) doing 
-business as: 
· JO'S JANITORIAL SERVICE 
8782 Saranc Place 
R~erside, CA 92508 
P.O. Box 1225 
Loma Linda, CA 92354 
JD's Janoorial Service, toc. 
8728 Saranac Place 
R~erside, CA 92508 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business urder the fictili>us business 
name(s) L~ted above on 4/25'07. 
I declare that all the irionnation in this 
statement is true and correct. (A r!!!jiS-
trant who deciares as true, 1nfomnat,on 
Which he or she krows lo be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
sl.Ean L. St.melt, Pres. CEO 
The filing of this statement does not cl 
ttse! authonze the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in ~otation cl 
the rights of another lllder federa\ 
stat~ or common law (sec. 1440 el 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 4126107. 
I hereby certify that ths copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original stateinent on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: Tlis fictitious business name 
statement expires live years froin the 
date n was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filifl! of this 
statement does not ttself aulhonze the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in ~olation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Sel1, Business 
ard Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06080 
p. 5117, 5124, 5131, &'3 
The folllw,ng peraon(s) is (are) dcifll 
business as: 
ROSS TRUCKING 
12074 C, 1bridQe Cl. 
Moreno ,alley, CA 92557 
Jaso, ,-cus Ross 
12074 ca:nbn~e et. 
More·,, '/alley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by 
lndi~dual., 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
m1ne(s) listed above. 
I dedare that all the infonnatioo ii this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, infonnalion 
Which he or she knows to be lase is 
glilly of a crine.) 
. sl.Jason Ross 
The filing of this statement does not ot 
ilself authorize the use in this state of a 
lictitious business name ii violaion of 
the rights d anolher under federal, 
stale, or commoo law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
R~erside on 5104/07. 
I hereby cenify that this copy is a ca-
reel copy of tne original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTK:E: Thll fictitious business name 
statement expires live years from the 
date n was filed in tte Office of the 
County Cleik. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not lseff au'llorize the 
use in this state of a FKlitious Business 
Name in villalioo of the nohts of anoth-
er under federal, sta:e or common ~w 
(See Sectioo 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professions Code) 
LARRY W. WARD, Coonty Cieri 
FllE NO. R-100).{16493 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
OTICE: This fictitious busness name 
tatement ex~res five years flan lhe The f~kii.ing peraon(s) is (are) do119 
bu~ness as: 
ate n was filed in the Office of the FRED'S AUTOWORLO 
ou_nty C~rl A new Fictitious 24910 Noaal St s~ess Name Slaleinent must be • 
led before t11at tine. The filing of lllis , •• )foreno Valley, CA,9255~ 
~nl does rot ttsett authorize the Frederidc Roe . 
, se in this.state of a Fictibous Bu~ness 24910 Nog I St mviolaliooofthenghtsofanolh- a · 
er under federal state or co,m,on law Maeno Valley, CA 92553 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business ' 
and Professions Code). This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
LARRY W. WAAD, Coonty C~rl Regislranl has not yet begun to trans-
FILE NO. R-200l-06228 act busines under the flctnioos 
p. 5IIO, 5117• 5124• 5131 name(s) listed above. 
~The--~10~1rO'l!1- ng_ pe_rson~ (s) is (are) doing I declare that all the information in th~ 
business as: · statement is true and correct. (A regis-
DESERT HANDYMAN SERVICES !rant who declares as true, infomnatioo 
43-101 Portola Ave. #134 which he or she knows to be false~ 
Palm Desert CA 92260 gui!ty of a crime.) 
Rafael Gradilla Ya~dez 
43-101 PonolaAve. #134 
Jalf!l Desert CA 92260 
s/.Frederick Roe 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itse! authorize the use in this state of a 
lictitious business name in ~ofation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
This business is cooducted 
Individual. 
by sta'.e, or rommon law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
R~erside on 5102/01. • 
I hereby certify 11\af this copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
, Registrant has not yet begun lo trans-
' act busines antler the fictitious 
, name(s) listed above. 
' I dedare that all the in:ormation in this 
, staternentis true and cooect. (Aregis• 
trant who declares as true, nformation 
wliich he or she knows lo be false is 
gultyofacrme.) 
sl.Rafa~ G. VAiadez 
IThe filifl! of this ~atement does not of ise! auth-Orize the use in this state of a 
,licfitious bus'ness name ~ vkJation of 
lhe rights of anolher under federal, 
state, CJ common law (sec, 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
'Riverside oo 4/211l7 . • 
'! hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
• r8'1 copy of the original statement on 
le in my office.· 
OTICE: This frctiious business name 
taternent expires five years tom ihe 
ate rt was filed in the Office of the 
oonty Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
usiness Name Statement must be 
led before that time. The ijing of this 
tatement does not isett aulhonze ihe 
se in this state of a Fictitious Business 
ame in roalioo of lhe nghts of anoth-
r under federal, state or common law 
See Section 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness 
nd Professions Code). 
RY W. WARD, County Cieri 
ILE NO. ~2007-01439 
p. 5110, 5117, 5124, 5131 
}he following person(s) is (are) doing 
,iusiness as: 
,fEL PROPERTIES ONE _ 
~L PROPERTIES PERRIS 
EEL PROPERTIES TWO 
EEL PROPERTIES CORONA 
EEL PROPERTIES RIVERSIDE 
3240 Mi~n Inn Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Jennifer Wong Kapur 
/8640 Rora Dr. 
Yorba Linda, CA 92886 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the r~titious 
narne(s) listed above. 
I deciare that an the infonnation in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who dedares as true, information 
which he or· she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime ) 
s/.Jenn~er Kaplr 
The fling cl this statement does not of 
itself a~lhorize the use in this state of a 
frctiious business name in violation of 
the rights of arolher under federal, 
stare, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
$€<1 b&p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
.Riverside a, 5/09/07. 
l hereby certify that this copy is a ror-
rect copy of the orig~a statement on 
fjein myolfice. 
NOTICE: This fictibous business name 
statement expires five years from the 
'date rt was filed in the Office of the 
CO\Jnty crer1. A new Fictitious 
,Jlusiness Name Statement rrus! be 
-ffled-before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not itseff aulhorize the 
use in this state ~f a Ficb1ioos Business 
Name in violation ii the rights of anolh-
ei lllder federal, stale a common law 
· (See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
ijad Professions Code). 
LARRY IV. WARD, County C~rx 
FILE NO. R-2007-06635 
p. 5117, 5124, 5131, li'3 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five yea111 from the 
date I was filed ~ lhe Offue of the 
County Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not rtse1 authorize the 
use in this sta:e of a Fictitious Business 
Name in viola:ion d the nghts of anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professiais Code). 
LARRY W, WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007--06363 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
The folloong person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
D G INSTALLATION 
9960 Sofia Cl , 
Morero Valey, CA 92557 
DFG Investments, Inc. 
9960 Sofia Ct. 
Morero Valey, CA 92557 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is corducted by 
Coipoo!boo. 
Registrant has rot yet begun to trans-
act busines under lhe fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the infomnation in tlis 
slatement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant ~ho declares as true, inlorrnation 
~hicli he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
sl.Doo Greene, President 
The filng of this staternentlfoes not of 
ttsel authorize lhe use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in v~lation of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riversde on 5104/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy ~ a ca-
reel copy of Ifie originaf statement on 
fill ill my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness name 
statement ex~res five years from the 
date i was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of th:s 
statement ooes not itself authorize the 
use in this stated a Fictitious Business 
Name 11 vio'ation of the ri)hts of aroth-
er under federal, state CJ common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq.: Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06477 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
The foUowing person(s) is (are) doifl! 
bu~nessas: 
SUPERIOR INTERPRETING 
21750 Calle Prima 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
P.O. Box 7848 
Moreno Val~y, CA 92552 
Ramon Urquidez (NMN) 
21750 C~le Prima 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Yvetie Urquilez (NMN) 
21750 Calle Prima 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
This business is conducted by , 
Page A-7 
- LEGALS 
lndividua - Husband & Wnel. 
Registrant has rot yat begun to trans-
act busines under the fttitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I dedare that al the informatia, in this 
statement is true and correct (A rll!lis-
tranl who dedares as true, mformalion 
w~ch he or she knows to be false is 
gully of a crime.) 
s/.Ramon Urqudez 
The fling of this statement ooes not of 
!self authorize the use 11 this state of a 
fictitious business name in vio~tion of 
lhe nghts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County ol 
Riverside oo 4/30/01. 
I hereby cenify that this ropy is a ror-
rect copy of Ifie on~nal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This frctilious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date i was filoo in the Office of the 
County Clerf<. A new · F~tttioos 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The fi:ing of this 
statement does not itsett aulhorize lhe 
use in tlis state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violatiai of the nghts cl anoth-
er under federal, stale or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-00239 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
The folllll!ing person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
2STAR PROPERTIES 
3507 West Stetson St. 
Herne, CA 92545 
Kimberly Denise Kllox 
4610 Oak Tree Wat 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Branron Fritzgeia~ Knox 
4610 Oak Tree Way 
Hemet, CA 92545 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual - Husband & Wae. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the rttitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I deciare that al the nformation in this 
statement is true and correct, (A regis-
tranl who declares as true, infonnatioo 
whi:h he or slk! knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Branron Fritzgeraij Knox 
The firing of this statemenl does not of 
itself authorize the use ill this state of a 
fd.lioos business name in violation of 
the ngh!s of mlher undei federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5/04/01. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect ropy of Ifie original statement on 
file~ my office. 
NOTICE: This fictroous business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date i was filed ~ the om:e of the 
County Cieri. A new F~lilious 
Business Name Statement must be 
fled before that time. The filing of this 
statement does nd itsel authorize the 
use in th~ state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights ol anolh-
er under fedeia\ slate or common law 
(SeeSectioo 14411, Et~., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06483 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, li'3 
The folllllling perso~s) is (are) doing 
bu~ness as: 
BACK STAGE RESTAURANT 
3597 Man St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
4591 Geraty Ct 
Riverside, CA 92505 
Mastro Seed En!erprise, toc. 
4591 Geraty Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92505 
CALIFORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
Corporation. 
Registrant commenced io transact 
bus:ness under the frctilioos bu~ness 
name(s) listed above on 4120/07. 
I dedare that all the infomnation in !tis 
statement is true and correct. (A r!!!JiS-
lrant ~ho declares as true, information 
~hich he or she knows to be false ~ 
guilty of a crime.) 
sl.Harry Michael \Vneeler, CEO 
The fling of this statement does not of 
ttsei authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of arother under federal, 
slate, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rivers~ on 5114/01. 
I hereby celtify that this copy is a ca-
red copy of Ifie original statement on 
file ii my office, 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date ii was fi:ed in the Office of lhe 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Bus,ness Name Statement must be 
fled befom that time. The filing of lh•S 
statemerl ooes not Isett authorize lhe 
use in lhis slate of a Fi:ti'.ious Business 
Name ii ooation of the nghts of anoth-
er undei federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06922 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, li'3 
The following person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
BROWN'S BALLOONS & ~INGS 
1112 Orange St. #2 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 56748 
Riverside, CA 92517 
Linda Lynn Brown 
1112 Orange St. #2 
R~eiside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrari has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the ficlitious 
name(s) I.sled above. 
I declare lhat all the information in this 
statement is true and correct. IA l!!!jiS-
tranl who declares as true, infomnation 
which he or she krows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Linda L Brown 
The filing of this sta:ement does not of 
ttself autrorize the use in this sta'e of a 
fiditious business naroe in violation of 
the rights of another lllder federal, 
stale, or common ~w (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside oo 511007. 
I hereby certify that ths copy is a cor-
rect copy of lhe onginal statement on 
file in rnyoffK:e. 
NOTICE: Tlis fictitious business name 
stateinent expwes live yeais from the 
date n was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed belore that liine. The filing of this 
statement does not 'Isett authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictifuus Business 
Name in violation of the ri)hts of anoth-
er undei federal, state or rornmon law 
(See Seeton 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, Coonty Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06769 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
fFe lolk>111ng person(~) is (are) oong 
business as: 
CLM PARTNERS 
16423 Lieinrk: St. 
Riveis~e. CA 92503 
Marl Lee Greenhouse 
16423 Limerick St. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
Tlis business is conducted by 
lndivi!ual. 
Regbtrant has nr:l yet begun to trans-
act busines under the ficbtious 
name(s) listoo above. 
I declare that a11 the information in this 
statement is true and cooect. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, information 
wtidi he or she knows to be f.t~ is 
guily of a crime.) 
s/.Marl Lee Greenhouse 
The filing of this statement does not of 
lsei authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious businl!ss name in violation of 
the nghts of anothei under rederal, 
slate, or corrmon law (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1, b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverlide on 5110/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of ihe original slalement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement ex~res five yaars from the 
dale rt was Ned in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Sta'.ement must be 
fi'ed before that time. The filllQ of this 
statement does rot ttsel authorize the 
use in th!i state of a Fl:filious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of anoth-
ei under federal, state CJ common law 
(See Sectia, 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Ctert 
FILE NO. R-2007-06805 
p. f/17, :124, 5131, &'3 
The fotkiNing peraon(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
BASIC TRANSPORTATION 
13609 Golden Eagle Coon 
Moreno Val~y. CA 92553 
Yanessa Denise Hammonds Reed 
13609 Golden Eag~ Ct. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
This business is ronducted by 
-lndi~du~. 
Regstranl has rot yet begun to trans-
act bu~nes under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I decla-e that all the infomnaliln in this 
statement~ true and correct. (A regis-
tranl who declares as true, information 
which he or she knows lo be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Vanessa Denise Hammonds Reed 
' The fil119 of Ills statement does not of 
. itsel authonze lhe use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violatiai of 
lhe rights of another under federal, 
state, or canmon law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with th~ County of 
Riversile on 5110/07, 
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a ca-
red copy of the original statement on • 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement ex~res five years from the 
date I was filed in the Office of lhe 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
fied before that time. The filing of th~ 
statement ooes not itsel authorize the 
use in this slate of a Fictitious Business 
Name 11 vidalion of lhe rights of arolh-
er under federal, stale or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business · 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06173 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, li'3 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE FOR 
CHANGE OF NAME 
471356 
To ,4JI Interested Persoos: Petitioner: 
Andrell Keith Mttchell filed a peti-
tion with this courl for a decree 
changing names as follows: 
ANDRELL KEITH MITCHELL to 
Andre Keith Mitchell The Court 
Orde111 that all persoos interested ~ 
this matter shal awear before this 
rourt a1 the heilifl! indicated below 
to show cause, rr any, why the peti-
tion for change of name should not 
be granted. Notice of Heanfll Date: 
June 22, 2007, Time 8:30, Dept.: 03. 
A ropy of this 0-der to Show Cause 
shal be published at least once 
each week for four successive• 
weeks pnor to the date set for hear- I 
ing on the petition in the fofbwing \ 
newspaper of general circulation, 
printed rn this county: Black Voice 
News. 
Date: May f1, 2007 
Stephen Dallas Holmes, ..\Jdge of 
the Superio,- Court. 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
l1ie loiowirg person(s) ~ (are) doing 
business as: 
LA MEXJCANA LIQUOR 
3123 Mad~n St 
R~erside, CA 92504 
Young Kook K111 
1001 W. 7th Street 
San Bernardino. CA 92411 
This business is conducted by 
lndi~dual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictnious 
name(s) !isled above. 
I declare that all the information in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, information 
Which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s1.Young Kook Kim 
The filing of this statement does not of 
itse! aulhonze the use in this stale of a 
. fictroous bu~ness name in violation d 
the rights of another under fedeia\ 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5114/07. 
I hereby certify that th~ copy ~ a cor-
rect copy of the original stateinent on 
file in myofftce. 
NOTICE: This ficttious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date I was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filiflj of this 
statement does not ttself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Bu~ness 
Name in violation of the ri)hts of anolh-
er undei federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-1007-06911 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, 513 
The following person(s) is (are) do~ 
business as: 
GAS HUNTERS 
23668 Marguerite Circle 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Francisco Luis Craig 
23668 Marguente Circie 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
Th;s business is conducted by 
ln<fNidual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
'I declare that al tile information in th~ 
statement is true and correct. (A l!!!jiS-
trant who declares as true, infonmalion 
wh'ch he or she knows to be fa~ is 
guily of a crime.) 
s/.Frandsco L. Craig, Owner 
The filing of this statement does not of 
ttseff authorize the u;e 11 this state ct a 
ficbtious business name in vjolalioo of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5114/07. 
I hereby certify that lhis copy is a cor-
rect copy of !he onginat stalement on 
f,le in my dfice. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five yeais from the 
date rt was filed in lhe Ofice d the 
County Clerk. A new Fk:fitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
lied before that time. The filing d th11 
statement does not it\elf authorize the 
use in this stale of a Fictitious Busooss 
Name in violation of the rig,ts of anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Seq., Bus11ess 
and Profe~ons Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2001-06921 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 




Penis, CA 92570-1991 
Patricia Ann Wiliams 
23327 Molllfain Ave. 
Penis, CA 92570 
This business is conducted by 
lndiv~uat. 
Reg~trant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all the information in th~ 
statement ~ true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as IM, information 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/ Patricia Ann Williams 
The filing of this statement does not of 
ttself authorize the use in 11\is sta:e of a 
fictitious business name in ~olation of 
the rights of arother under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et_, 
seq. b &p cooo) 
Statement filed with the County of 
RNers~e on 4/23/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ifie original statement on 
file in my office. · 
NOTICE: Tlis fictitious busness name 
statement expres Ive years from the 
date it was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictnious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that tine. The filing of this 
statement does rot iseff auth-Orize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name u, ~olation of the nghts of anoth-
er under federal, state or corrmon law 
(See Section 14411, E!Seq., Business 
and Professbns Code). · 
LARRY W. WARD, Coun~ Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-05861 
p. 5117, :124, 5131, &'3 
The lol~1ng person(s) ~ (are) doing 
business as: 
SCRIBE, INK 
1476 Downing Cl 
Coraia, CA 92882 
Thomas Wyatt Seeing 
1476 Downing Cl 
Coron~ CA 92882 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the fiditious business 
name(s) listed above a, 1993. 
I declare .that all the infonnation in th~ 
statement is true and correct. (A regiS: 
trant who declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be false is 
gliltyof acrime.) 
sl.Tom Seeling 
The filing of this statement does nr:l d 
iself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious bu~ness name ~ violation d 
the nghts of ano~r under fooeia( 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 el 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riveis~e on 4/24/07. 
I hereby certify that thil copy is a cor-
rect copy of lhe original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This licitioos business name 
statement expres five years from the 
date ii was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Clerk. ~ new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filiflj of this 
statement does rot ilself authorize lhe 
use in th~ state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of anoth-
er urder federal, state or common law 
(See Secliln 14411, El Seq., Business 
ard Professions Code). 
LARRY W WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-05915 
p. 5117, 5124, 5131, li'3 
fFe folkiiiing person(s) is (are) ddng 
business as: 
THE TRUTH TRUCKING 
27298 Englewood Street 
Rancho BehllJO, CA 92555 
Rodenck Delel Johnson 
27298 Englewood SI. 
Rancho Belago, CA 92555 
Judy Annette Holley Johnson 
27298 Englewcod St. 
Rancho Belago, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by 
ln<frv~ual - Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has nd yat beglll to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above, 
I declare that al the infonnalion in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, informaoon 
wtich re or she knows lo be fa'se is 
1 guily of a crime.) 
~.Roderick D. Johnson 
The llifl! of lhis statement ooes not of 
lself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in vioration of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
state, CJ common law (sec 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5114/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy $ a cor • 
reel copy of Ifie original statement on 
file inmy office, 
NOTICE: Tora frctilious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date I was fik:d in the Office of the 
County Clerx. A new F1ctlious 
, Bu~ness Name Statement must be 
filed before Iha! lime. The filing of th~ 
statement does not itseff authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Bus•ness 
Name in ~olatioo of lhe rights of anoth-
ei under federal, stale or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Profess~ns Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, Colllly Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-06967 
p. :124, 5131, &'3, 6110 
The following person(s) is (aref doing 
business as: 
2STAR PROPERTIES 
4610 Oak Tree Way 
Heme( CA 92545 
3507 West Stetson St., Sule 306 
H~ , CA92545 
Kimberly Derise Kllox 
4610 Oak Tree Way 
Hemet, CA 92545 
Brairon Fritzgerakf Knox 
4610 Oak Tree Way 
Hemet, CA 92545 
This busness is conducted by 
lndNidual • Husband & Wne. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
llllsiness under the fictlious bu~ness 
name(s) listed above on 05/04/2007. 
I declare that all the information in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, informaliln 
which he CJ she knows to be false ~ 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Brannoo F. Knox 
The fling of this statement does rot of 
ttsel authorize ihe use in this state of a 
fil:titious business name in violation of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
state, or co111110n law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) · 
Stalement filed with the County of 
Riverside oo 5109KJ7. 
I hereby certify lhat this copy is a cor-
rect copy d the ori)inal statement on 
fi'e in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date n was fled in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Stalement must be 
filed before that time. The fil~ of tlis 
statement does not nseff authorize the 
use in this state of a Fttilious Business 
Name in vir:lation of the ri)hts of anoth-
er lllder federal, state CJ common law 
(See Sectia, 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerx 
FILE NO. R-2007-06766 
p. :124, 5131, &'3, fl/10 
The fciiaNJng person(s) is (are) doing 
busness as: 
2STAR PROPERTIES 
3507 West Stetson St. 
Heine\ CA 92545 
Kimberly Denise Knox 
4610 OakTree Way 
Heme, CA 92545 
Brannon Fnlzgerald Knox 
4610 Oak Tree Way 
Heme, CA 92545 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual . Husband & Wne. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictnilus 
name(s) isled above. 
I declare that all the information in this 
statement is true ard correct. (A r!!!jis-
trant who dedares as true, inlormat,on 
whidi he or she krows lo be false is 
gully of a crime.) 
s/.Bramoo Fritzgerakf Knox 
The filing of this statement dces not of 
ilseff autronze the use in th,s state of a 
fictitious bus11ess name n ~olatbn of 
!he nghts of anolher under federal, 
state, CJ common law (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1, b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5/04/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor• 
reel copy of the onginal statement on 
file in ITT/ office. 
NOTK:E: This tdilioos business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date it was filed in the Office of the • 
Coon~ Cleik. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filoo beklre that time. The fling of this 
statement does not Isett aulhorize the 
use in lh~ state of a Ficti1ious Business 
Name in villation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, state or canmon law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Profess~ns Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-06483 
p. :124, 5131, &'3, f/10 
The foHO'l!1ng person(s) is (are) do119 
business as: 
TD COMMUNICATIONS 
2900 Adams SI., Suite A-370 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Kima Rashan Downey 
10122 Nn'r/ Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This bu~ness • is conducted by 
ln<l~dual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under tile fictitious bus'ness 
name(s) lsted above onApnl 14, 2007. 
I declare that al the infonnation in this 
statement~ true and rorrect If, rll!lis-
trant who dedares as true, information 
wh ch he or she knows to be fa~e is 
guify of a crime.) 
s/.K1ma Downey 
The ijing of this statement does not of 
ttself authorize the use n lhisstate d a 
licltioos business name in vio~tion of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement fried with the County of 
Riverside on 5117/07. 
I hereby certify that this ropy is a cor-
rect oopy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This flctitious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date rt was fitoo in the Office of the 
County Cieri. A new Fictnious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The fi'ing of this 
statement does not i:seff aulhCJize lhe 
use in tlis state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violatioo of the rights d anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
' (See Sect~n 14411, Et Seq., Buswiess 
and Pro'essions Code). • 
LARRY W. WARD, Colxlty Cieri 
FILE NO. R-1007-07178 
p. 5124, 5131, &'3, 6110 
The fottll'Mng person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
UNIQUES TOYS & MORE 
25211 SuMyrnead Blvd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
736 Kemp St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
Mary Cruz Bastida 
736 Kemp St. 
Riverside, CA 92501 
This business is conducted by 
lndviduat. 
Registra,t has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the ranious 
name(s) listed above. 
I dec~re that an the information in this 
statement is true and correct (A regis-
tranf who declares as true, information 
whi:h he or she knows to be false ~ 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Mary C. Bastida 
The fi'rng of this statement does rot of 
itself a4thorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in ~olatioo of 
the ri)hts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec, 1440 el. 
, seq, b &p code) 
Statement fried with the County of 
RiveMJ a, 5118107. 
I herebr certify th.I lnis copy is a cor-
rect copy of the origina stalement on 
Ne in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious bu~ness name 
statement ex~res five years from the •. 
date It was filed n the Office of the 
County Clerx. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
fried before that time. The fil ng of this 
statement does not ttsel authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictilioos Business 
Name in violation of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, slate or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq,, Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County ~rk 
FILE NO. R-2007-07219 
p. :124, 5131, li'3, f/10 
The folkiwing person(s) ~ (are) ooing 
busness as: 
ARTISAN GRAPHIC SOLUTIONS 
14093 Busmess Center Dr. 
Morero Val1ey, CA 92553 
3345 Madison 
Riverside, CA 92504 
Jacob Arias Hernandez 
3345 Madison 
Riv~rs~e, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Regstranf has rot yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictit~us 
name(s) l~ted above. 
I declare that all the infomnaliln in this 
statement is true and correct. (A !!!!jis-
trant wtio declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Jacob A. Hernandez 
The filng of !tis statement does not of 
itseff authorize lhe ~ in th~ state of a 
fictiluus business name in violatioo of 
the rights of anothei undei federal, 
state, or common ~w (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1, b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riversileon 5117/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect ropy of the onginal statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fiditious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date n was filed in the Office of lhe 
County Cieri. A new Fictitious 
Bums Name Statement must be 
filed before th.I time. The filing of this 
statement does not itseff auttorize lhe 
use 11 this stated a Fictitious Business 
Name ii ~olalilnofthe nghts of anoth-
er under federal, stale or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Seq., Business 
and Profesoons Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-072116 
p. 5124, 5131, li'3, fl/10 
The folll'Mfll person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HECTOR'S TIRES 
2491 Main St. 
R~eiside, CA 92501 
Hector Manuel Cardenas 
8534 Baker Ave. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
This business is conducted by 
lndi~dual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busiles under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I dec~re lhat all the information II this 
statament is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who deciares as true, infonnation 
which he or she kno~~ to be false is 
gully of a crime.) 
s/.Hector M. Cardenas -
The filing of this statement does ~ d 
itseff authorize the u;e in this stale of a 
ficlitious business name 1n violation d 
the rights of another under federa( 
state, or commoo ~w (sec. 1440 et_ 
seq, b &p code) 
Statement filed _with.the County of 
Riveiside on 5115/07. 
I hereby cerufv that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ifie onginal statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictmoos business name 
stateinent expires five years from the 
date it was filed ~ the Ofice of the 
County Cieri. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filifl! of this 
statement does not rtself authorize the 
use in this slate of a Fictitious Bu~ness 
Name in violation of the rights of anoth-
er under fooeral, slate or common law 
, (See Section 14411, Et~ .,Business 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY w. WARD, County aerk 
FILE NO. R-2007--07008 · 
p. :124, 5131, &'3, f/10 
'ilie following perso~s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
JOHN AZAD 
6833 lndana #205 
Riverside, CA 92506 
P.O. Box 70757 
Riverside, CA 92513 
Mohammad Ashraf Azadz~ 
16498 R~ge Field Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 ' 
This business is cordix:ted by 
lndiv~ual. 
Registrant commenced to transact 
business under the frctilious business 
name(s) listed above on 5/21/07. 
I declare that all the informalllll in this 
statement is true anp correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, information 
which he CJ she knoNS to be lalse is 
!1Jillyof a crime.) 
sf.Mohammad Ashraf Azad 
The filing of this statement does rot of 
isel authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in volation of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
state, or corr,;r,on law (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1, b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverlide on 5121/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect_ copy of the original statement oo 
fi'e 1n my office. 
NOTICE: This fictifuus business name 
slatement ex~res five years from the 
date It was ijed m. lhe Office of the 
County Cieri. A new Fictitious 
Bu~ness Name Statement must be 
fi'ed before that time. Tne fil~g of tlis 
~.atement does not ttself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictiious Business 
Name in roation ol the rights of anoth• 
er lllder federal, state CJ common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-07292 
p. :124, 5131, li'3, f/10 
STATEMENT OF ABANDONMENT 
OF USE Of FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME 
The folowing . ficfttious business 
name(s) has been abandoned by the 
following person(s): 
SHIBAYAMA TRUCKING 
23280 Parl Yalley Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 92553 
Francisco Jav~r Shibayama 
23280 Parl Valley Dr. 
Moreno Vatrey, CA 92553 
Maria Rebeca Shibayama 
23280 Parl Valley Dr. 
Moreno Val'ey, CA 92553 
This business is conducted by: 
lndividua~ -Husband & Wife 
The fictitious business name(s) 
referred to above was filed in Riverside 
County 00 
I declare that all the infomnation in this 
statment is true ard correct. (A regis-
trant who deciares as true, information 
wh~ he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
sl .. .francisco J. Slibayama. 
This statement was filed wtth the 
County Cieri of Reerskle County on 
04127/07. 
LARRY W. WARD, County C~rt 
' FILE NO. R-2006-00837 
p. :124, 5131, &'3, fl/10 
Tire fclllll!ing person(s) is (are) doifl! 
bu~nessas: 





lfi/!O.i. CA 92201 
CALttORNIA 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual Corporation. 
Rll!listrant commenced to transact 
business under the fictitious business 
name(s) listed above on Apnl 1~ 07. 
I deciare that all the information in this 
sptemenl is true ard correct. (A regis-
!J1n\ who deciares as true, informatioo 
.wf\ict, he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/PatricHauteno, CEO 
The filing of th~ statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the rights of another under federal, 
state, or canmon law (sec. 1440 et 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5/21/07. 
I heretr,, certify that I/is copy is a cor-
rect copy of lhe original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious busness name 
statement expres fve years flan the 
date tt was filed in the Office of the 
County Cieri. A new Fictnious 
Business Name Statemeri must be 
filed before that lime. The filing of this 
stateinent does rot ttself authorize tile 
use in this stale of a Fictitious Business 
Name in ~olationofthe nghts of anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, El Sel1., Business 
and Professbns Cole). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2001-07294 
p. 5124, 5131, 613, f/10 
' The following personM is (are) doing 
business as: 
AMPBITIONS 
4646 Saxon Ct. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Dione Lamar Cotrns 
4646 Saxon Ct. 
-Rive1Side, CA 92509 
Tlvs business is conducted by 
lndivi!ual. 
Registrant has not yal begun to lra1s-
act busines under the fictitious 
narne(s) Usled above. 
I dedare that all lhe informatioo ~ lhis 
statement is true ard conrect. IA l!!!JiS• 
trant who deciarns as true, nfonmation 
wtich he or she knows kl be lase is 
gu1ttyot acrme.) 
~.Dione Colins 
The filifl! of this statement does not ol 
ttseff authonze the use in this state of a 
fictitious busness name ~ violation of 
the ri)hts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rive1Side on 5/11/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a ror-
rect copy of Ille original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date rt was filed in the Office of the 
County Cieri. A new Fict,tious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
stalement dces not itself authorize the 
use in lhis state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in violation of the rights of anr:lh-
er under federal, state or commoo law 
(See Sectioo 14411, Et Seq ., Business 
and Professbns Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-2007-06871 
p. 5124, 5131, f/3, &10 
The followifll person(s) is (are) doilg 
business as: 
BEAUTIFUL SURPRISE EVENTS & 
SERVICES 
10670 Silver1eaf Orde 
Moreno Valley, CA 92557 
25920 Iris Ave., Sule 13A 
P.O. Box221 
Moreno Valey, CA92551 
Thea Elizabeth Jones 
10670 Silverteaf Cirde 
Moreno Valley, CA 9255! 
This business is conducted by 
Individual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I deciare that all lhe nformation in this 
statement ii true and correct. (A regis-
tranl who declares as true, information 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
sl. Thea Jones , 
The filing of th.s statement does not of 
ttself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictili>us business name in violation of 
the nghts of arother under feder.1, 
stale, or commoo law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rrversideon 5115/Dl. 
I hereby certify that tlis copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ille original statement oo 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement exp-res five years flan the 
date n was filed'in the Office of the 
Counfy Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement rrrust be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
statement does rot itseff authorize the 
use n this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name n 1iolllion of the ri)lxs of anoth-
ei under federal, stata or common faw 
(See Section 14411, Et Sel1,, Business 
and Profes~ons Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-07072 
p 513 1, &'3, fJfO, fl/17 
The folowifl! person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
HAMILTON SERVICES 
27645 Lafayette Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555, 
Renard Hamilton (NMN) 
27645 Lafayatle Way 
Moreno Valley, CA ~555 
• Regina Hamilton 
27645 Lalayette Way 
Moreno Valley, CA 92555 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnersh~. 
Registrant has not yat begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
narne(s) f5led above. 
I dedare that all the information in lhis 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, information 
which he or she krows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s1.Renard Hamiltoo 
The filing of this statement dces not of 
ttself authorize the use in this sta:e of a 
fictitious business name in violation of 
the nghts of another under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement liled wnh the County of 
Riverside on 5/23107. 
I hereby certify that lhs copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ifie original statement on 
file in my oWce. 
NOTICE: rns fictitious business name 
slatement expires live years from the 
date It was filed in 11\e Office of the 
County Cieri. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that tine. The filing of this 
statement does rot !self authorize lhe 
use in lhb slate ol a ~ictibous Business 
Name m violatioo of the nghts of anoth-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
ard Professbns Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-07416 
p. 5131, &'3, f/1~ f/f7 
The iol'owing person(s) ~ (are) d~ng 
business as: 
EL GALLO 99 CENTS PLUS 
10400 Beaumont,6-ve., Ste. D 
Beaumont CA 92223 
Hi'ano Meza Fbres 
27218 Calle Mazatlan 
Palmdale, CA 93552 
.Josefina Ga~ez 
37218 car1e Mazatlan 
Palrrdale, CA 93552 
Tlis business is caiducted by 
lndivi!ual -Husband & Wife. 
Registrant has not yet begun lo trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
na,ne(s) listed above. 
I declare l'lat all the information ~ this 
statement.is 11\le and correct. (A~is-
trant who declires as true, information 
Which he or she knows to be f~se is 
gu'lty of a cnme.) 
sl.Hilano Meza ~~res 
The filing of thil statement does rot of 
Isett authorize the use in this slate of a 
licfifious bus:ness name ~ roat:on of 
the ri)hts d another under federal, 
state, a common law (sec. 1440 el. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Rive!Sde on 5/23XJ7. 
I hereby certify tha111\is copy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
fi~ in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement ex~res five years from lhe 
date it was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictrtious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The Hing of this 
statement does not rtself authorize lhe 
use in lhis state of a Fi:titious Business 
Name in violatioo of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, sta:e or common law 
(See Section 14411, EISel1,, Business 
and Professrons Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Clerk 
FILE NO. R-1007-07402 
p. 5131, li'3, f/10, f/17 
The foilowing person(s) is (are) doi1g 
llllsiness as: 
MONIQtlE'S ORIGINALS 
3241 Mary Street 
Riverside, CA 92506 
Monique Regine Isabel~ Wilsoo 
3241 Mary Street 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This busms is C011ducfed by 
lndNidual. 
Registrant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under the fictitious 
name(s) listed above. 
I declare that all lhe information in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who deciares as true, informatioo 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime.) 
s/.Monique R I. \'ljlson 
The filing of this statement does rot of 
itseff authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious business name in ~olatioo of 
the righ:S of anothei undei federal, 
stale, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside a, 5116/07. 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect ropy of the orig~al statement on 
ije in myoflice. 
NOTICE: Tllis fictiloos business name 
statement ex~res five years tom lhe 
dale It was filed in the Office of the 
County Clerf<. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement lllJsf be 
fM before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not ilsel authorize the 
uie in this state of a Fditioos Business 
Name in violation d the rights of anolh-
er under federal, state or common law 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business . 
and Professions Code). 
LARRY IV. WARD, County C~rk 
FILE NO. R-2007-07093 
p. 5131, 513, f/10, 6117 
The following person(s) is (are) ooing 
bu~ess as: 
PRISCELLA EDGIN CkEANING 
SERVICES 
3445 Sun Cl. 
Riveis~e, CA 92507 
Pnscella Jeanette Edgin 
Ul5 Sun Ct. · 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Re~strant commenced to transact 
bus110Ss under lhe frctilious business 
name(s) isled above on 4/30/01. 
I declare that all the infomnation in this 
statement is true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, informalioo 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a crime ) 
sl.Priscel'a Eci9in 
The fiting of !tis statement does not of 
itself authorize the use in this state of a 
fictifuus busiress name in ~~atioo of 
lhe rights of another under federal, 
state, or comma, law (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riveiside on :i03107. 
(" 
Thursday, May 31, 2007: 
I hereby certify that this copy is a cor-
rect copy of Ifie onginat statement oo 
file in ITT/ office. 
NOTICE: This ficfilioos business name 
statement expires five years from the 
date it was filed in lhe Office of the 
County Clerf<. A new Flctitious 
Business Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filifl! of this 
statement does not rtself authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Business 
Name in viJlalioo of the rights of anoth-
er under federal, stale or canmon ~w 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Profe~ons Codef 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-06439 
p. 5131, &'3, 6110, f/f7 
The lolkii.ing person(s) is (are) rf<ing 
business as: 
MRS. C'S SCHOOLHOUSE 
25720 Cal~ Agua 
Moreno Valley, CA 92551 
Tanya Denise Cuthbert 
25720 Calle Agua 
Moreno Yalley, CA 92551 
Dan~I Lewis Cuthben 
25720 Calle Agua 
Moreno Yalley, CA 92551 
This business is conducted by 
Individual -Husbaid & Wne.' 
Reg~trant has not yet begun to trans-
act busines under tile ficll1ious 
name(s) listed above. • 
I declare that al the information in this 
statement~ true and correct. (A r!!!JiS-
trant who declares as true, information 
wtich he or she knows to be false 11 
guilyof a crime.) 
sl.Tanya D. Cuthbert 
The filing of lhis statement does not of 
Isett authorize the use in this state of a 
fictitious busiiess name in viotaliln of 
lhe fllhls of another under federal, 
state, CJ common law (sec. 1440 et. 
seq. b &p code) 
Statement filed with the County of 
Riverside on 5/21/07. 
I hereby ceitfy that this copy ~ a cor-
rect copy of the original statement on 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This octiiious business name 
statement expires live years from lhe 
date It was fik:d in the Office of the 
County Clerk. A ne'N f ictitious 
Business Name Statement mu~ be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not !self authorize the 
use in this state of a Fictitious Bu~ness 
Name in viofatioo of the ri)hts of anott,. 
er under fedeial, state or common law 
(See Sectioo 14411, Et Seq., Bu~ness · 
and Professions Code) 
LARRY W. WARD, Coonty Clerf< 
FILE NO. R-1007--07270 
p. 5131, &'3, f/10, f/17 
fFe following person(s) is (are) dong 
business as: 
ST. JAMES TABERNACLE OF 
RESTORATION 
'690 Victoria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O. Box 51268 
Riverside, CA 92517 
St. Janes Churth of God in Chris\ Inc. 
4660 Victoria Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
CALIFORNIA CORP. 
Thil business is conducted by 
Corporatioo. 
Reaistrant commenced to transact 
business under lhe licli1ious busness 
name(s) listed above on 1967. 
I deciare that all lhe information in this 
statement is true ll1d correct (A regs-
Irani who declares as true, inforrraiion 
whdl he or she knows to be fa~ is 
guily of a crime.) 
s/.Jesse J. wan, President/Pastor 
The filing of this statement does rot of 
!self autraize the use in this state of a 
ficfilious business name in ~ofation of 
the nghts of anr:lher under federal, 
sta:e, or romrnon law (sec. 1440 et 
seq. b &p code) 
Stetemenl fled with the County of 
Ril'erlide 00 5122/0T. 
I hereby certify that th~ copy ~ a cor-
rect copy of Ifie origra statement on 
lie in my office. 
NOTICE: This fictitious business name 
statement expires five years from lhe 
date i was filed ii the Office of the 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Business Name Statement lllJst be 
Ned before that time. The fil'ng of th~ 
statement does not itself authorize the 
use in this st.r.e of a Ficttious Business 
Name in violation d the rights of anolh-
ei under fedefal, slate or common ~w 
(See Section 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Profe~a,s Code). 
LARRY W. WARD, County Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007-07371 
p. 5131, li'3, f/10, 6'17 
AMENDED 
The f~lll'Mng person(s) is (are) doing 
business as: 
ALL B'S 
1073 Oleander Ave. 
Penis, CA 92571 
Vera Jean Brown 
1073 Oleander Ave. 
Penis, CA 92571 
This business is conducted by 
lndMdual. 
Registrant corrmenced to transact 
bu~ness under lhe frctitious bu~ness 
name(s) l11ted above on 311/07. 
I dedare that all the infomnation in !tis 
statement~ true and correct. (A regis-
trant who declares as true, inforrnalioo 
which he or she knows to be false is 
guilty of a aime.) 
~.Vera J. Brown 
The fling of 11111 statement does not of 
isei authorize lhe use in I/is state of a 
fictitious bu~ness name in roation of 
the ri)hts of arolher under federal, 
state, or common law (sec. 1440 et. 
Sel1. b &p code) 
Statement fi led with the County of 
RiversiJe on 4119/07. 
I hereby certify that 1h11 cqiy is a cor-
rect copy of the original statement a, 
file in my office. 
NOTICE: This fiditioos business name • 
statement expires live ye.rs from lhe 
date n was filed in the OOice of lhe 
County Clerk. A new Fictitious 
Bus~ess Name Statement must be 
filed before that time. The filing of this 
statement does not itself authorize lhe 
use in th~ staled a Fictitious B~ness 
Name ii vio!alion of the nghtsof anoth-
er tinder federal, state or common law 
(See Sectioo 14411, Et Seq., Business 
and Professions ~). 
LARRY W. WARD, Coonty Cieri 
FILE NO. R-2007--05712 
p. 4126, 513, 5110, f/17, 
513 1, &'3, f/10, fl/17 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
OTHER: TIMESHARES INDI-
AN WELLS 
CASE NUMBER RID 20n 84 
Petitioner/Plaintiff: Carolyn L. 
Porter Rose 
RespondenUDefendant: 
Cleveland Alexander Rose, Sr. 
To: CLEVELAND ALEXANDER 
ROSE You are ordered to 
appear in this court as follows to 
give any legal reason why the 
relief sought iri the attached 
application should not be grant-
ed. If child custo(jy or visitation 
is an isst.e in this proceeding, 
Family Code section 3170 
requires mediation before or 
concurrentty with the hearing 
listed below. Date: 6/21/07 
Time: 8:30 Dept.: F2. The 
address of the court is Supenor 
Court of California, County of 
Riverside, 41 75 Main Street, 
Riverside, CA 92501 Family 
Law Div. 
Date: 3115107 
Robert W. Nagby, 
Commissioner, Judicial Officer. 
p. fi/31, 6/3, 6'10, 6'17 
ORDER TD SHOW CAUSE 
OTHER: TIMESHARES IND!• 
AN WELLS 





To: ANGEL C. GARCEZ You-
are ordered to appear in thls: 
court as follows to g~e any legal· 
reason why the relief sought in 
the attached application should 
not be granted. If chikl custody' 
or visitation is an issue in this. 
proceeding, Filrllily Code sec-' 
tion 3170 requires mediatioo 
before or concurrently with the 
hearing listed below. Date: 
6/21/07 Time: 8:30 Dept: F2:-
The address of the court ·i$ 
Superior Court of California'.: 
Counly of Riverside, 4175 Main 
Street, Riverside, CA 9250f 
Family Law Div. 
Dale: 5110/07 
Robert W. Nag by, 
Commissioner, Judiciai Officer." 
p, fi/31, 6/3, 6'10, 6'17 
Publish your : 
legal notices 
in The Black 
Voice News ' 
951 .682.6070 
REQUEST FOR PUBLIC 
BIOS 
Inland Valley 'Development 
Agency Issuance of Bid. 
Request for th& 
Construction of lippecanoe 
Avenue Street improve•' 
ments and Storm Oral(\ 
lmproveme11ts between 
Harry Sheppard Boulevard 
and Santa Ana River 
Prospective bidders are. 
hereby notified that the 
Inland Valley Development-
Agency (!VOA) will receive 
seated bid prv,osats fo~ 
the CO n S t J,J. Ct i 0£1 
omppecanoe Avenue 
Street improvements and 
Storm Drain Improvements 
between Harry Sheppara 
Boulevard and Santa Ana 
River. Such bid proposals 
will be received until 2:00 
p.m. on Tuesday, July 10,' 
2007, at IVDA's office, 
attention Clerk of the 
Board, at which time said 
bids will be publicly opened 
and read. ' 
The plans and specifica-. 
tions may be purchased 
from the !VOA, 294 S . 
Leland Norton Way, Suite r, 
San Bernardino, CA 92408, 
for one-hundred dollar 
($100)_ Please mak 
checks payable to the 
IVDA. Any questions shout 
be referred to r. Ni 
Manchev at 
Ntck.Manclln®dmjlm1ar" 
ris.com or by phone at 
(909) 382-2084 or (714) 
357-1900. A mandatory 
pre-bid job walk is sched 
uled for Thursday, June 14, 
2007 at 9:00 a.m. at 
Building No. 730 located a 
264 S. Leland Norton Way, 
Suite B 160, Sa 
Bernardino, <i:A 92408. 
Each bid proposal must be 
accompanied by a certifie 
or cashier's check or bi 
bond for 100 percen 
(100%) of maximum 
amount(s) bid, or equiva-
lent substitution in lieu of 
bond as authorized by Civil 
Code Section 995. 71 o_ 
Said check shall be made 
payable to "Inland Valley 
Development Agency• an 
when delivered with a pr 
posal, shall constitute a 
i
anty that bidder will, i 
award is made t 
h /her/its in accordanc 
w the terms of said bid-
der's proposals: execute a 
contract on the !VOA' 
standard form, together 
with Labor Code 
Certification thereon; fur-
nish contract performance 
and payment bonds with a 
corporate surety or suretie 
satisfactory to the IVDA, or 
equivalent substitution in 
lieu of bonds, each for no 
less than 100 percent 
(100%) of total bid price, 
furnish certificates of insur-
ance evidencing tha1 al 
insurance cove rag 
required by the contract ha 
been secured. 
!VOA has obtained from the 
Director of the Departmen 
of Industrial Relations th 
general prevailing rate o 
per diem wages and the 
general prevailing rate for 
holiday and overtime work. 
Said rates are on file at th 
!VOA Administration office 
and they wilt be made avail-
able to any interested party 
upon request. Each 
Contractor to whom a con-
tract is awarded must pay 
the prevailing rates an 
posl copies thereo1 at th 
job site. !VOA reserves th 
right to reject any and at 
bid proposals, to waive any 
irregularity or lo award th 
contract to other than th 
lowest bidder. Bidder ma 
not withdraw hlslherms bl 
for thirty (30) days after bi 
opening. 
Contractor is advised Iha 
he/sheflt may, al hislherflts 
sole cost and expense 
substitute securities equivr 
alent to any monies with• 
held by the !VOA to insute 
performance under the corl-
lract. Such securities shall 
be deposited with the !VOA . 
or with a State or Federally 
Chartered Bank as escrow 
agent who shall pay sucti 
monies to the Contractor 
upon satisfactory comple· 
tion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the ben,-
eficial owner of any securi-
ties substituted for monies 
withheld and shall receive 
any interest thereon. 
Securities eligible for 
inves1ment under this sec-
tion shall include those list' 
ad in Government Code 
Section 16430 or bank OJ 
savings and loan certifi-
cates of deposit. 
Inland Valley Development 
Agency :: 
San Bernardino, California 
5124, 5131/V 
CNS-1139055 
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Calendar 
Calendar compiled by Vanessa 
Brown IE Community Calendar 
Tiffany by Design Exhibition 
6/ I /2007 12:00 am Location: 
Riverside Metropolitan Museum, 
3580 Mission Inn Ave., Riverside, 
CA 92501. Contact: (951) 826-
5273, or visit the website at 
. www.riversideca.gov/museum, 
Spring into Toastmasters (a public 
speaking organization) 6/1/2007 
7:00 amTo enhance your public 
speaking skills, enjoy opportunities 
for networking, feel free to join us. 
Location: Grand Terrace Library. 
For more information', contact 
Melinda Sewer Muganzo, ATM-B, 
CL, President at (909) 370-3660! 
Upcoming Deal Review! Learn 
the Do's and Don'ts of presenting to 
investors. 6/l /2007 9:00 
amLocation: University Research 
Park, 525 Technology Court, Suite 
lO 1, Riverside, CA 92507. Cost: 
$60 if pre-register by 05/25 for all 
three $90 after $25 for each work-
shop. Lunch included. Contact: 
TriTech SBDC - Angela Boland at 
95 1-571-6480 or 
angela .bola nd@rcc.edu. 
Southern California Franchise 
Showcase 6/1/2007 9:00 am 
Location: Embassy Suites Hotel, 
Anaheim South, · 11767 Harbor 
Blvd., Garden Grove, CA 92840. 
Cost: Free. Contact: The 
Entrepreneur 's Source at 877-449-
3420 or www.esourceoca1.com 
For You Network Monthly 
Meeting - San Bernardino Chapter 
6/1/2007 12:00 pm. Location: The 
Clarion Hotel (formerly the 
Radisson), 295 North E Street, 
SPENCER's Re~taurant, San 
Bernardino CA 9240 I. Meeting 
Cost: Members RSVP $16, Non-
Members RSVP $18 - Door $20. 
RSVP: Ernestine Branch, Director, 
Phone 909-633-6043. Email b1es-
stone2@aol.com 
Alternatives to Bootstrapping. If 
you ever wanted to look into the 
mind of a seasoned investor, this is 
your opportuntity. 6/1/2007 12:30 
pm. Location: University Research 
Park, 525 Technology Court, Suite 
101 , Riverside, CA 92507. Cost: 
$60 if pre-register by 05/25 for al I 
three; $90 after $25 for each work-
shop. Lunch included. Contact: 
TriTech SBDC, Angela Boland at 
951-571-6480 or 
angela.boland@rcc.edu 
Upscale Fridays at Twins Jazz 
Club 6/ l /2007 9:00 pm. For the 
Grown and Sexy. Location: Twins, 
10134 Foothi,11 Blvd., Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA. Tel: Henry 
Andrade - 951/662-1382, Tim -
951/538-8122, Cha Cha - 951/453-
4228 
"ABC'.s of Starting Your Own 
Business 6/2/2007 9:.00 am . 
Location : I.E.C.E. Business 
Resource Center, 202 East Airport 
Drive, Suite 155, San Bernardino, 
CA 92408. Cost: $15 if pre-register 
online by 06/01; $20 at the door. 
Contact: Inland Empire Women's 
Business Center - Nicole Kinney at 
909-890-1242 or www.iewbc.org 
TIRED OF PA'VING RENT WITH 
NO TAX WRITE-OFFS? 
Do You Kno_. ••. 
• There is a State Bond Program to 
assist you with 1 00% Financing? 
Plus 3%, Down Payment Assistance . 
• • Low F ICA is okay. 
• First Time Buyers. 
• No Reserves are Required . 
• Cannot have owned Property in the 
last 3 years. 
You Now Have Choices. • • 
RIVERSIDE FONTANA 
'Mc'Xay's Pami{y 'Mortuary 
· No Family Will Be Turned Away 
Full Funeral Services 
Now Serving You With Two Locations 
Aftercare Burial Cremation Chapel of Palms 
2001 3rd Street,_ Unit A 16918 Baseline Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92007 Fontana, CA 92336 
#FD 1917 #FD 1631 
(951) 683-5178 909-822-9595 
World Ventures' meeting and 
training 6/2/2007 9:30 am. Location: 
Wealth Building Institute, 9233 
Charles Smith Dr, Rancho 
Cucamonga, CA 91730. Tel: l 877 
4 WEALTH. ""Make a 
Living .. .. LIVING! More· Info: 
www.thewealthbuildinginstitute.ws 
Victor Valley African Amer\can 
Chamber of Commerce 3rd Annual 
Scholarship Luncheon 6/2/2007 
11:00 am . .Location: Quality Inn on 
Green Tree Blvd., Victorville. Cost: 
$35.00. Tel: (760) 952-9152 
7th Annual Juneteenth 
Celebration 6/2/2007 12:00 pm. 
Location: Stratton Community 
Center - Bordwell Park , 2008 Martin 
Luther King Blvd., Riverside, 
California 92507. For information 
call: (877) 752-1619. www.river-
sidejuneteenth.org. Sponsored by: 
Riverside Juneteenth Committee 
Ladies of David & Margaret to 
Model Summer Fashions 6/2/2007 
12:00 pm. Location: David & 
Margaret · Youth and Family 
Sei;vices, 11350 Third Street in La 
CALIFORNIA STATE, UNIVERSITY 
SAN BERNARDINO 
Verne, with the theme of "Jumping 
With Joy", this year 's event will fea-
ture fashions' provided by Dress 
Barn of San Dimas and modeled by 
Auxiliary members and several of 
the teenage girls who live at the 
Home. To purchase tickets, please 
call event coordinator Gwen 
Leonard at (909) 596-1478. 
3rd Annual "Dancing in Design" 
6/2/2007 3:00 pm. The Head to Toe 
Praise Dance Ministry of Temple 
Missionary Baptist Church. 
Location: T-Hughes Community 
Outreach Center, 1777 W. Baseline 
Street, San Bernardino, CA 92411. 
Donation requested - $8.00 
Gospel Vision Live 6/2/2007 7:30 
pm. A time of praise, worship, & 
Word .. .featuring guest gospel artists 
in sont, dance, mimes, clean come-
dy, poetry, short dramas, and so 
much more . Location: Calvary 
Faith Center, 8301 Elm Avenue, 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Tel: 
(95 1) 538-4555 
Turn That Mic Up, the Inland 
Empire's Only Spoken Word/Open 
Mic 6/2/2007 9:00 pm. Location: 
Gallery by Dzine, 119 West Transt 
Street #3, Ontario, CA 91762. There 
is a minimum $3 donation required 
at the door. Contact info: Jesi, 909-




Eve Listening Party 6/3/7.007 
12:00 am. Location: Gotham, 35 
South 7th Street, Colton, CA. Info· 
(909) 843-5673. 
Gospel Vision Sunday Servic 
6/3/2007 11 :00 am. Location: Insidtr 
Word in Motion , 4803 N. Haverl 
Ave. Rancho Cucamonga, CA. Telj 
(951) 538-4555 or www.gospelvi 
sionlive.com. 
Worship Services, Unity 
Fellowship of Christ Church 
Riverside 6/3/2007 II: 15 am. 
' Location: Unity Fellowship of 
Chr ist Church Riverside, 4055 
Jurupa Avenue(E.A. Thompso 
Chapel @ First Christian Church), 
For more information please calj 
951-848-6070. 
You Can Ti ach! 
Do you hold a colleg~ degree? 
Complet~ your teaching credential in as little as 9 
months, or be a paid intern teacher while you complete 
the program. 
The College of Education at California State University 
San Bernardino has programs in Elementary, Secondary, 
Bilingual and Special Education. 
Take a positive step toward 
your future! 
Call us today at: (909) 537-5603 
Don't Miss Our BEST PRICE EVER 
' 
on The Charter Bundle! 
Now through June 30th! 
FOR A LIMITED TIME, save BIG on great TV entertainment 
for the whole family, blazing-fast Internet and unlimited 
nationwide long distance calling. All for our LOWEST PRICE 
EVER - guaranteed for a full year when you get The Charter 
Bundle. But you have to hurry! 
Charter Cable TV® - Stay informed about what's happening 
in your area and get your local networks. Enjoy a ll your favorite 
broadcast shows, plus channels including the Home Shopping 
Network and more. 
Charter High-Speed® Internet 3Meg - Download files, video, 
music, shop, and play games with 3Meg of blazing-fast speed. 
And, get the extra security and features you need with Charter 
High-Speed Internet Securih/ Suite®! 
Charter Telephone® - Get unlimited nationwide calling in the 
U.S., Canada ~md Puerto Rico, along with l O popular calling 
features. All for one low price. , 
Get all three services for one incredible price. 
All from one company. 
Hurry! Call today 1-877-SAVE 011 
or visit charter.com Th·is offer ends June 30th!*j: qcharter 
Cable • Internet • Telephone 
©2007 Charter Communications . .. Offer valid until 6/30/07. 'Residential customers only. Offers valid to new customers only. To be considered a new customer, customer must not have subscribed to Charter 
Cable TV and/or Charter High-Speed Internet 3.0 within the previous 90 days (30 days for Charter Telephone) and customer must have no outstanding obligation to Charter. Some offers are contingent upon 
receipt of all services in a particular "bundled" package price. Customers who do not elect to receive part of the bundled package, or who discontinue one or more of the bundled qualifying services, may no longer 
be eligible to receive the promotional or bundled discount. Standard rates apply after promotional period ends and vary depending on location. Programming lineup may vary by market. Offer includes free Charter 
High-Speed Internet Self-Install kit. Installation or activation of outlet, if required, is billed at regular rates. Professional installation of Charter High-Speed. Internet is $49.99. Charter does not guarantee data will 
be secure. Internet access speeds may vary. A cable modem, set-top box and network card may be required at installation. Installation extra. Activation of service may be subject to credit approval, deposit or 
prepayment and requires a valid service address and social security number or major credit card. All pricing and services provided are subject to the terms of subscriber agreement and are subject to change. 
Taxes and fees extra and vary depending on location and service(s) ordered. Equipment charges may apply. Charter reserves the right to determine the level of service to which this offer applies. Installation of 
Charter Telephone at no charge includes only primary line and ona jack. Charter reserves the right to review and terminate service for non-residential use or abuse of service. Taxes, fees, and surcharges extra. 
Unlimited long distance only available to local service customers and-includes the U.S, Canada, and Puerto Rico only. Direct dial calls only; directory assistance calls not included in unlimited rates. Offer cannot 
be combined with other offers. Other restrictions may apply. Pricing subject to change with appropriate notice to customers. Call or visit charter.com for full details. 0?1)1 K783 
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~rhe Rowell Foster Children's Positive Plan High Tea at Noon 
Denzel Washington, were al~o Vejon Jones, Dar Vejon Jones and very thankful for the RFCPP 
present along with a host of politi- Jakita Rbbertson who are current- organization because of the thing 
cians. ly members of the Kennedy Tap they have allowed me to do.'-' 
NBC4 co-anchor and general Company. • All three have been May is National Foster Care 
assignment reporter, Chris assisted by Rowell 's program Month, a time to raise the public's 
Schauble was Master . of since its inception in 1990 and awareness of the need for more 
Ceremonies. Oscar nominated have benefited tremendously people to make a difference in the 
actress, Angela Basset received towards increased self-esteem, lives of children and youth living 
the 1st ·annual Agatha Award increased school participation, in foster care in the United States. 
(named after Rowell's foster increased interest in the arts, and Rowe]! was a child who grew up 
mother). A live action featuring a having a better outlook on life as in the foster care system, from the 
painting by famed~collagist, children in the foster care system. time she was born until the age of 
Phoebe Beasley and a pearl neck- All three African American teens 18. She has written a book titled, 
lace by Tiffany were a few of the are e?'ceptional 
0
high school stu- "The Women Who Raised .Me" in 
items that raised thousands of dol- dent$ and active members of Pox honor of her foster mothers and_it 
lars. Studios Journey to Excellence has become a national best seller. 
Entertainment was provided by Program. Dar Vejon Jones is The RFCPP is an organization that 
Comedian Jonathan Slocumb and scheduled to attend San Francisco provides structure, support and 
the awarding winning singer, Patti State University and he excels in encouragement for foster youth 
Austin. Entertainment also fea- Japanese, Environmental Science through a variety of enrichment 
tured that afternoon was by and Pre-Calculus. He said, "I am programs. 
Photo by Lea Michelle Cash 
Victoria Rowell with Congresswoman Maxine Waters and fans. 
Johnell Holbert , an African 
American musical genius who 
RFCPP helped develop his talents. 
He recently graduated from 
Dominican University in San 
Rafael, California with a 
Bachelor's in Mu ic with an 
emphasis in Classical music. He 
is planning to pursue a master' 
degree in the near future. Tap 
dancing talent was provided by Ar 
FORECLOSURE * NOD . 
}The Black Voice News 
BEVERLY HILLS 
By Lea Michelle Cash 
' According to the statistics 
!reported by the National Foster 
, Parent Association there are 
513,000 American children infos-
ter care. To raise money every 
· year for the Rowell Foster 
Children's Positive Plan 
(RFCPP), the organization that . 
she founded, Victoria Rowell , a 
versatile actress and best selling 
author, child advocate and 
spokesperson for foster care. 
holds a very special afternoon 
event. 
This event reflects Hollywood 
and all of its glitter with some of 
Hollywood's hottest film and tele-
vision stars stepping out wearing 
fashionable hats to celebrate . 
motherhood and to support the 
efforts of RFCPP. . This year the 
special event was held at the 
world renown Beverly Hills Hotel 
Photo by Lea Michelle Cash 
Angela Bassett is very happy holding her Agatha Award for her support 
o{ children in Foster Care system 
and the ballroom was filled to 
capacity with celebrities such as 
Anthony Anderson, Taraji 
Hen on, Holly Robinson-Peete, 
and Dennis Haysbert. Cookie 
Johnson, wife of Magic Johnson 
and Pauletta Washington, wife of 
Q(g~J2I:~l?.tl 
Xxyerience authentic 
:Brazi( throuafi tfie 
' cufrure, cuisine ana 
· ce(e6rations of 
Salvador, :Bahia. 
Let us 6e your guile as you enjay 
tfie finest in 13ea &' 13reaif ast 
styfe accommoda~ comy(ete 
with an authentic 'Bahian cfief, 
a (ocaf 6ifineua( host to off er you 
every assistance, ani 
un_precedtnted insufer access to 
aff that is Salvador, 13ahia. 
at $1,250 - learn more at 
www.di a azi .c~ or contact us airect0 at 
Refinance Purchase Line of Credit 
Any FICO Score * Bankruptcy 9K 
GET CASH NOW 
Manzell Baskerville (951) 367-1611 Ext. 105 
Amerifund Mortgage Branch Manager 
Tri Realty Real Estate Agent 
AFFORDABLE HOME 
CDMFDR:r •• ~&Al="'r:=-
Beat the high cost of cooling your 
home. Install a Goodman® central 
air conditioning system and make 
home comfort affordable again. 
Goodman 
Thank goodn•- for Ooodman-:-





For information on Goodman warranties, visit www.goodmonmfg.com. 
© 2006 Goodmon Manufacturing Company, L.P.1 Houston, Texas. 
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Jordin Sparks Wins American Idol . . 
• 
The Black Voice News 
HOLLYWOOD 
By Lea Michelle Cash 
I love American Idol. It caught 
me at hello with the very first sea-
son and now six years later, I'm 
still hooked and amazed at how 
much the FOX's reality program 
has grown. It seems like the world 
has gone American Idol · crazy. I 
shared this statement with FOX 
publicity agent Nicole Gonzales. 
She and I recalled (Season I ) when 
there were only a few press people 
and the Idol's were everywhere in 
the hotel lobby, the elevators, and 
the parking lot including the 
judges: Randy, Paula and Simon. 
Wow, what a difference six years 
has made. 
I noticed a change two years ago 
(Season 4) when it appeared that 
the entire mini mall (all five levels) 
at the Kodak Theatre caught Idol 
fever. Hundreds of people every-
where, and the only way you could 
check a glimpse of an Idol was to 
_get them backstage in the press 
-rooms or perhaps when they 
:strolled down the red carpet. And, 
. as for the media, well ... they come 
now .from all over the world. You 
must fight now with all the other 
.photographers just to get your pho-
:tos. 
This year it was a dream come 
1rue for 17 year old, Jordin Sparks 
:Of Glendale, Arizona who was the 
only · contestant in American Idol 
(Season 6) to never have been in 
the bottom 2 or 3. Sparks, the 
teenager with an incredible voice 
and grandiose dreams, was 
crowned the newest American Idol 
after taking the lion's share of 74 
million votes cast by the American 
public. She really is a beautiful 
young lady and it appears that she 
is that way inside also. Time will 
tell because celebrity has a way of 
bringing out the true colors in indi-
vidual~. 
The finale which featured 
Sparks vs. Blake Lewis, a talented 
beatboxer was a night of pure 
entertainment. Gwen Stefani, 
Smokey Robinson, Tony Bennett, 
Green Day, and the Divine Miss M, 
Bette Midler performed. Midler 
sang her classic song, "The Wind 
Beneath Your Wings". It was an 
emotional magical moment for 
finalist Belinda Doolittle when she 
performed with gospel legends 
Cece and Bebe Winans. Backstage 
the duet_ shared how proud they 
were of Doolittle watching her 
transform week after week into this 
incredible singer. Past "Idols win-
ners" got there share of attention 
also, Kelly Clarkson , Carrie 
Underwood, Ruben Stoddard and 
Taylor Hicks. It was simply great 
seeing them all together-celebrity 
it appeared has not changed them. 
They were all very expected to be 
there and just as humbled as on the 
evening they were crowned. 
Jordin Sparks 
Academy Award winner, Jennifer · 
Hudson, an Idol finalist (Season 3) 
did not perform on the 2-hour tele-
cast, but she was there in the audi• 
ence along with numerous other 
Idol finalist. 
Even though, this was the night 
of all nights for Sparks, it appears 
she is used to winning. In 2006, she 
was one of two winners who won 
the Phoenix Torrid national search 
for the "Next Plus Size Model". A 
full page ad for Torrid featuring 
Jordin ran in the December, 2006 
issue of Seventeen magazine and 
Sparks has won several local 
Arizona competitions. 
The Idols will be touring across 
America beginning in the month of 
July, straight through the summer, 
closing in late September. They 
will be appearing at the Los 
Angeles Staples Center on July 23, 
2007. 
________ .._. ____ __ 
Photo by Lea Michelle Cash 
The children from the African Children's Choir performed on American Idol. The African 
Children's Choir has been working with the most vulnerable children in Africa for 23 years raising 
awareness of the plight of the orphaned and abandoned, but also showing the beauty , dignitiy 
and potential of the African Child. 
-],,:&;:ti, Celebration 
Saturday, June 2, 2007 
12pm-6pm 
FREE ctnnmunity fon! 
Stratton Community Center - Bordwell Pal'.k 
2008 Martin Luther King Blvd. • Riverside, California 92507 
• FREE 
• Great Food 
• Face Painting 
• Workshops 
Join us for your Family Reunions! 
• A Family Affair • Story Telling • Gospel Music 
• Health Info • Black History • Jazz Music 
• Poets • Local Talent • Vendors 
• Awards • Hip Hop Musk • Dancing 
School Supply Drive 
Bring school supplies ro benefit your local school and students! 




Riverside Junereenth Committee 
1he ?ress Enterprise 
!The BhckVoie Ne~1I 
T & S Developmenc, Inc. 
Poindexcer Realry & Associates 
I 
Isom Adv~ced Marketing 
Singh Chevrolet 
and the VENDORS 
LI 
12,9 
NET SALE PRI 
MODEL #52267 
2 AT THIS PRICE #432025, #441618 
22,90 
NET SALE PRI 
MODEL #04116 ·, 




NET SALE PRICE 
MODEL #08716 
2 AT THIS PRICE #846731 
'01 FORD TAURUS - LOADED EQUIPMENT, LOW PRICE #615836 ............. $6,995 
'03 NISSAN FRONTIER -X-CAB, GOOD GAS MILEAGE TRUCK #416353 $11,895 
'04 CHEVY MONTE CARLO - SUPER SPORTY, CUSTOM WHEELS #112131 $14,995 
'05 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN - LOADED 7 PASSENGER #448637 ......... $15,995 
'03 NISSAN MAXIMA - SUPER CLEAN, LOADED! #434633 ..••...••.•..•.•••..•• .$16,995 
'05 NISSAN MAXIMA· TOP OF THE LINE LUXURY #833920 ..................... $19,995 
'06 NISSAN TITAN - X-CAB LOW PRICE, FULL SIZE TRUCK #532485 .... .$20,995 
'07 GMC CANYON -CREW CAB, BEAUTIFUL LIKE NEW! #110475 ......... $21 ,995 
. '03 INFINITY G35 - ULTIMATE LUXURY #219712 ........................................ $24,995 
'04 NISSAN ARMADA- LOW, LOW, LOW MILES #711028 ......................... $28,995 
58 
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_ 'Solid Gold Dance Party" June 15 at Fantasy Springs Resort Casino 
A Taste of Honey 
Thelma Houston 
Concert to I ncfude 
.Village People, Thelma 
Houston, Peaches & 
?.Jerb, Maxine 
f1.ightingale and more 
. - ' 
7!te Black Voice News 
INDIO 
. • Fantasy Springs Resort Casino 
~ 1 host the "Solid Gold Dance 
y," featuring a night of solid 
gold hits from the pop/disco era per-
formed with a live· band by original 
art ists such as Village People, 
Thelma Houston, Peaches & Herb, 
Maxine Nightingale, A Taste Of 
Honey, Anita Ward and France Joli 
at 8 p.m. Friday, June 15 at the 
resort's Special Events Center. 
While the Solid Gold Dance Party 
girls wiJI be moving and grooving to 
the sounds on stage and encouraging 
fans to shake their groove things on 
a separate dance floor created for 
this special show. 
Tickets priced at $29, $39 and · 
$59 are available for purchase at the 
resort box office, charge by phone at 
(760) 342-5000 or (800) 827-2946 
or online at www.fantasyspringsre-
sort.com. 
Fantasy Springs features a 12-
story, 250-room hotel and is located 
north of Interstate IO at the Golf 
Center Parkway exit near Indio. 
Village Pe\>ple, celebrating their 
30th Anniversary on the Solid Gold 
Dance Party T~ur, define the disco 
pop era and are held close in the 
_· orongo Tribe Opens State-of-the-Art Canyon Lanes 
BANNING 
• ccording to Randy Johnson, it's 
jhf: Lamborghini of bowling centers. 
vved up with hundreds of thou-
. ds of dollars in the latest high 
-,.e h sound from Bose, dazzling 
'.dance club lighting and sleek, state-
the-art lanes, Canyon Lanes at 
rongo is set for a strike. 
'Saturday night here will never be 
same again," said Johnson, gen-
I manager of the new $3.4 mil-
n facility built by the Morongo 
nd of Mission Indians. "Families, 
ns, couples on a date, weekend 
glers and serious pin crushers all 
ve a new place for fun because 
nyon Lanes at Morongo is open 
"th 24 lanes of bowling for every-
;Located just east of the Morongo 
sino Resort and Spa, inside the 
~mer casino building , Canyon 
Q.nes covers 30,000 square feet. 
~ch of the· two dozen lanes can 
~ommodate 12 people, and the 
l"acility has an overall capacity of 
8 people. Guests can enter on the 
.. ilding's north side where there is 
th valet parking and ample public 
king. 
,.:.Canyon Lanes at Morongo will be 
en seven days a week. Hours of 
q>eration will be from 9:00 a.m. to 
}.!:00 p.m. Monday through 
~ursday and 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 a.m. 
nit Friday and Saturday. 
• One of the largest participatory 
II • 
, ~rts m the world , more than 95 
.q)illion people en joy bow ling in 90 
qiuntries spanning 6 continents. 
Tribal leaders believe the center will 
.prove popular with resort guests as 
well as desert visitors and local res- , 
~dents. 
: "This is another important step in 
e panding the recreational opportu-
nfties associated with the Morongo 
Oasino Resort and Spa. At the same 
time we expect this project will help 
lQ enhance the quality of life for 
· e.veryone who li':es in the area," said 
t,,forongo tribal chairman Robert 
N[artin . "By diversifying our leisure 
· ferings, we are helping to ensure 
ct>ntinued economic growth and sta-
bllity for the community as a 
hole." 
Martin said the total investment to 
;ettofit the building and create the 
new bowling center was approxi-
illately $3.4 million and that the cen-
ier will employ approximately 25 to 
,aJ) people. when fu lly staffed. 
· Wilhelm Construction & 
· ~evelopment, the general contractor 
fer the project, oversaw the gutting 
~e original interior and the new 
ji tallation. Dalla -based 
From left to right: Robert Martin, Chairman Morongo Band of Mission 
Indians Brenda Salas, Mayor' of Banning 
Scheirman Associates Architects 
oversaw the interior design of the 
faci lity. Recognized as one of the 
leading architectural firms in the 
bowling industry and with more 
than 250 bowling and family enter-
tainment centers in the United States 
and Asia, the firm was selected by 
the Morongo tribe for its special 
expertise in the design of family 
entertainment facilities. They were 
recent] y captured top honors in the 
Bowlers' Journal International 's 
22nd Annual Bowling Center 
• Architecture and Design Awards. 
Scheirman 's dramatic color 
palette, the retro-styled aluminum 
ceiling, distinctive drop lighting fix-
tures and innovative seating incor-
porate visual impact with practicali-
ty. Customers can enjoy the 32-inch 
LCD monitors that record their 
scores and provide player prompts . 
The "split house" design, which fea-
tures lanes on both sides of an island 
concourse, is different from tradi-
tional bowling centers where lanes 
line up on one side with the con-
course behind the bowlers' area. 
A state of the art light show and 
sound system create the atmosphere 
of a sophisticated dance club. The 
spectrum lighting provides multi-
colored LED projection that 
changes colors and shapes as it 
washes across the bowling lanes. 
When the lights go dark, the table-
tops reflect a galaxy of florescent 
stars, moons and planets. 
"We wanted to incorporate the 
best technology available to build a 
center that combined the fastest lane 
operations and the lowest overall 
maintenance. This keeps the cus-
tomers and management happy," 
said Johnson . 
QubicaAMF's top-of-the-line 
tecl\nology and computerized sys-
tems run Canyon Lanes . This 
includes the 90Xli pin spotters that 
clear the lanes and re-set the pins. 
Fewer moving parts and computer-
ized functions aftl>w faster operation 
and quicker service time than older 
systems. The pin spotters monitor 
and adjust themselves, providing 
easy-to-follow diagnostics and 
unique light towers that report lane 
status. 
Automated bumpers convert the 
lanes for families playing with 
young bowlers and the scoring units 
scroll to 12 players rather than the 
standard 6. 
The center's HPL bowling lanes 
are the highest scoring lanes in the 
industry. In fact, the highest scores 
in history were recorded on HPL 
lanes in an ABC Tournament. HPL 
lanes look like natural wood and 
provide explosive power that con-
sistently rewards bowlers with high-
er scores. The lanes have shock-
absorbing resin core construction 
that reduces ball bounce and sound. 
While the alternating light and dark 
board pattern helps bowlers find 
their target. 
Bowlers won't go hungry either. 
The center's cafe offerings include 
breakfast paninis stuffed with 
scrambled eggs, cheese and bacon; 
Monte Cristo sandwiches with 
maple and raspberry sauces; pop-
corn shrimp; patty melts and open-
faced steak sandwiches; Greek and 
Caesar salads; soft drinks, waters 
and a full bar. 
"There's no sport more accessible 
for young •and old alike than bowl-
ing ," said Johnson, a longtime 
bowler whose career covers nearly 
20 years i'n the bowling industry. 
"Our goal is to provide the com-
munity with healthy activities that 
families can enjoy; a place where 
people can get together with their 
friends; and to expand Moron&o's 
recreational chdices . No malter 
whether you ' re a frrst timer or an 
every week bowler, everyone will 
be treated like family." 
Those interested in making reser-
vations or learning about Canyon 
Lanes adult or youth bowling 
leag scan call 951 -572-6120 . 
American consciousness. Their 
worldwide hits include "In The 
Navy," "Macho Man ," "YMCA," 
"Go West" and "S;m Francisco," 
selling over 65 million records. 
Everyone has their favorite: the 
Native American, the Cop , the 
Soldier, the Construction Worker, 
the Biker and the Cowboy. 
her huge hit single. The multi-plat-
inum pop single "Right Back" hit 
the #1 position in 24 countries 
around the world . Her album "Lead 
Thelma Houston , an award-win-
ning singer, songwriter and actress, 
claimed the top of the Pop, R&B and 
Dance Charts with her high-powered 
rendition of "Don't Leave• Me This 
Way", one of the defining spngs of 
the di co era. This classic' gold 
record gave her the distinction of 
bein the first female artist t 
Mo own to win the Grammy for 
Best R & B Female Vocal 
Performance. Houston also will be 
performing a tribute to Sylvester and 
a smooth R&B rendition of Al 
Green's "Love & Happine_ss'.' off her . Me On" was certified mult i-plat-
inum in 20 countries and its hit sin-upcoming new album to be released 
in June 2007. gle of the same name was on # f on 
the Pop, R&B , and Adult 
Contemporary Billboard Charts for a 
record breaking 47 weeks. 
A Taste Of Honey frrst recording, 
"Boogie Oogie Oogie," hit the top of 
the charts around the world. The 
single and self-titled album were 
certified Platinum and A Taste of 
Peaches & Herb, America's 
"Sweethearts of Soul," bring the 
class into this night of classic hits 
with a career spanning almost• four 
decades. In 1979, their monster hit 
"Shake Your Groove Thing" became 
#4 in the world . They followed that 
up with one of 1980's biggest hits, 
"Reunited"' which became #1 in the Honey nabbed a Grammy for "Best 
World, and is sure to stir up those New Artist of the Year." The song 
romantic memories inside of us. "Sukiyaki" off their third album 
• went to # I on the national charts and Let's get it "Right Back Where 
We Started From" with Maxine achieved Gold Single status. A Taste 
Nightingale, who was nominated for of Honey keep fans dancing "til they 
a Grammy for "Best New Artist of just can't boogie no more"! 
The Year" fol lowing the release of At the sweet age of 16, France 
Joli performed her hit single "Come 
to Me" to a creaming crowd of 
5,000 in New York. She left the 
stag~ a star. "Come to Me" reached 
# l on Billboard's dance chart and 
# 13 on its pop chart, and is now 
regarded as a solid gold disco clas-
ic. Her awards include the Juno 
(Canada's Grammy) for Best New 
Artist in 1980 and Billboard's Disco 
Award as Best New Artist. 
Get ready to "Ring My Bell" as 
Anita Ward takes the stage to sing 
one of the quintessential songs of the 
disco era. Recorded in 1979, "Ring 
My Bell" was a national and interna-
tional # I single. For the better part 
of 1979,Anita's soaring voice would 
be heard on every radio station in the 
country. By the early l 980's, the 
record sold over LO million copies 
and "Ring My Bell" wept the disco 
scene, keeping other upcoming 
songs at bay. 
Registratio~ Exten,t 
~ootste11s to Fre 
See al on page 
Men's and Ladies {~vv 
Men & Women's Designer Attire 
New Location 
2100 Rancho Avenue, Ste. 5A 
Colton, CA 92324 
Look your best when you dress for the Holidays! 
Father's Day Special 
Men 's Hats 
Onl $29 
(909) 889-8792 
Hats & Purses to Match ! 
Donnavinci • Fifth Sunday• Falcone• Lisa Rene • Ben 
Marc • Stacy Adams 
COMMU.NITY 
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Senator Supports SB Health rair 
Gary Liaou, Vice President of Lucky Farms and M(ng-
Chang Hsu, M.D.' Director of the Tzu Chi Community 
Clinic. 
Ming-Chang Hsu, M.D., presents Senator Mc~eod 
with a bag of gooclies. The apples and other fruit are 
from Lucky Farms. 
Vie Black Vo;ce New, 
SAN BERNARDINO 
By Annie Taylor 
A Buddhist Foundation brought its 
own brand of charity to San Bernardino 
la~t week, providing medical services to 
more than 800 people unable to afford 
health care. 
Tzu Chi Foundation, a Taiwan-based, 
non-profit organization providing social 
and community services, education, 
medical care and humanism to impover-
i hed communities around the world, 
offered a free family health clinic at Lytle 
Creek Elementary School in San 
Bernardino. 
It is the I 3th year the Foundation has 
ministered to the San Bernardino com-
munity. 
"We do it every year around the 
month of May," said Gary Liaou, a 
Foundation member and vice-president 
of San Bernardino-based Lucky Farms. 
This year the Foundation teamed with 
San Bernardino City Unified School 
District, Kiwanis Club of Greater $an 
Bernardino, Loma Linda University 
, Medical Center and Lucky Farm . On 
'hand were medical practitioners in the 
fields of internal medicine, pediatrics, 
ear, nose and throat, dentistry, diet and 
alternative medicine. 
: ''I have participated in this clinic for 
!years. It is one of the best community 
, service events the city has," said State 
0
Senator Gloria Negrete McLeod. "I am 
leased that the people who need it the 
most are getting top-notch care." 
The event was also an opportunity to 
renew old friendships because Gary and 
his family were neighbors of hers in 
Chino, Negrete McLeod said. 
"I watched Gary grow up. To see him 
do such worthwhile work for the commu-
nity makes me feel very good," she said. 
Negrete McLeod expressed her 
appreciation for all of the volunteers and 
medical professionals who volunteered 
their time for the free clinic. 
"This community, particularly, is in 
need of these types of services," she said. 
City Schools Superintendent Arturo 
Delgado echoed her sentiments. 
"We were pleased to partner with Tzu 
Chi. This is one of the communities most 
in need," Delgado said. "These clinics 
are a great opportunity for families to 
have their medical needs evaluated." 
The Foundation offers the clinics as a 
part of its mission to provide material aid 
and inspiring love and humanity in both 
the giver and the receivers, Liaou said. 
The organization was founded in 
1966 by Master Cheng Yen, who firmly 
believed that suffering in the world i 
caused by material deprivation and spiri-
tual poverty. · 
"A lot of poverty is caused by ill-
ness," Liaou said. "Jf you can prevent or 
cure· illness, people can then work better 
to achieve their goals." 
Liaou said he would like to see more 
medical professionals get involved in 
providing services to those who cannot 
afford medical care. 
"We could sponsor more health clin-
ics, smaller clinics if we could get more 
people involved," he said. "Someday we 
hope to bring a permanent clinic to the 
area. There is only so much we can do in 
one day." 
W- CA BELP!* 
YOU MAY QUALIFY 
for $1,000 to turn in your car 
or up to $500 to fiX it. 
Breath_e Easier ) 
.;.,. 
Contact us today for more information! 
For an application, call the Department of Consumer Affairs at 
(800) 952-5210 or go to www.BreatheEasier.ca.gov. 
'A=-- • Applicants must be approved to qualify. 
Califo;nia Department of Consumer Affairs I Bureau of Automotive Repair Consumcr 
Alf.iiJS 
@~~[ru® ~~~~@ 
Minority owned and operated 
Come .in and see 
our great deals 
We sell ALL makes 
and models 
and can ~e-liver any 





Sherman Jackson or Andrew Harris 
for price quotes on any ma~e or model. 
Including Honda, Toyo_ta,· s·Mw, MBZ 
.1-800-551-9331 
or come by at 
4480 Chino Hills Parkway Chino, CA 91710 
•• 
..... 
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~ Argosy U. Aims to Train More Divers~ Mental Health Workers 
.. . . . . 
The Black Voice News Latino psychologists . 
.._ SAN BERNARDINO "There are very few African 
r As a clinical psychologist American therapists," he said. 
~nd mental health worker with ' "Even now only 10 to 15 per-
~an ·Bernardino and Riverside cent of the therapists in San 
~aunties, Dr. Benjamin Barnes Bernardino County are African 
-~aw first hand some of the psy- American. And we don't have 
~hological problems affecting many bilingual therapists." 
:African Americans and Latinos An African-American, Dr. 
~n the Inland Empire. Argosy Barnes is one of the ethnically 
~niversity/Inland Empire is diverse faculty members at 
'1,oping to train more mental Argosy University/Inland 
:health workers from a diverse Empire who are dedicated to 
:background to address the increasing the number of local 
:-growing needs of the commu- African-American and Latino 
~ity. mental . health workers . Wendy 
~ While working as both a pro- Vasquez-Osborn, interim cam-
jessor at Argosy pus president, said that Argosy 
frniversity/Inland Empire and a University's blend~ programs, 
~aunty mental health provider, · which offer online, evening 
-Or. Barnes has noticed the lack and weekend courses, are 
~f African American and attractive to students in the 
Dr. Benjamin Barnes 
:Riverside Cou~ty Escrow Association Inland Empire who are often 
working full-time jobs . 
. . . Hosts 2007 Mini Conference 
;[he Black Voice News 
TEMECULA 
; The Riverside County Escrow 
'.:Association, one of the founding 
iegions of the California Escrow 
Association (CEA) in 1956, is pre-
senting their 2007 Mini Conference 
entitled "Education for Motivation," 
a day-long rrogram looking at cur-
rent trends, issues and legislation 
affecting the escrow process. The 
'.event begins at 8:45 a.m. Saturday, 
June 9 at the Pechanga Resort and 
J::asino located at 45000 Pechanga 
J>arkway in Temecula, Calif. 
: "Education is the most important 
factor to success as an escrow practi-
iioner," said Pete Carey, president of 
Jhe Riverside County Escrow 
jA.ssociation. "Thi_s conference is 
_!lesigned to assist industry profes-
ionals in keeping up-to-date in our 
~ver-changing industry." 
· The conference will include edu-
:=ational sessions for escrow practi-
,tioners of all levels, from beginners 
~o seasoned professionals. The event 
~eludes keynote speaker Deb Perry 
<:EA President Elect, who will dis-
cuss ideas on how to build your busi-
:ness in the current real estate market. 
·: A prestigious panel of speakers 
,will also be on hand to lead discus-
s ions on a range of topics including: 
•• • Manufactured Home - Marvina 
rabel will teach regulations 
Jnvolved with manufactured homes. 
• How to Manage Your Staff -
Donna Grosso will discuss ·how to 
prioritize and delegate. 
• Short Sales & Foreclosures -
Diane Weifenbach, Esq. will explore 
the essentials to handle foreclosures. 
• Beginning Bulk Sales - Debbi 
Faber will discuss the basics of bulk 
sales. 
The conference costs $80 for 
members and $90 for non-members. 
To reserve your seat., please mail 
your entry form and ch(;!ck to Judy 
Jackson at Vineyard Escrow at 3349 
W. Florida Ave., Hemet, CA 92545. 
A registration form can be found 
online at 
http://www.ceaescrow.org/ed/2007 /r 
cea-edsem06-07.pdf. For more infor-
mation about the event contact Tina 
Thompson at (909) 652-4958 ext. 
35. 
"Many students entered the 
workforce right after high 
school or had to raise families, 
and now they need a degree to 
move to the next level," she 
said. "Our programs fit the 
needs of working adults." 
Dr. Barnes says that, "Many 
of Argosy University/Inland 
Empire's faculty members 
have extensive backgrounds 
working with the Black and 
Latino communities and have 
spent many years working on. 
the front lines ·of the mental 
health field." 
Dr. Barnes said the psycholo-
gy profession is still predomi-
. 
' 
DO YOU LOVE TO CRIDSE? 
Bahamas cruise-5days, $360-up! 
Call me for all your travel needs!! 
Blue Comfort Travel 
Regina- 626-371-0041, 626-252-6866-cell 
I • 
Would like to be an Home-Based Travel 
Agent? 
Great commissions, Work when you want!! 
nately white and female, and 
this may cause problems for 
people of color who are look-
ing for a mental health 
provider. "In some cases, it 
may put up a cultural barrier. 
Some minorities may believe 
tha~ the therapists are not sensi-
tive to their cultural needs," he 
said. 
He added that there is also a 
lack of awareness about mental 
health issues in the 
Black/Latino communities. Dr. 
Barnes said most African-
American and Latino college 
students go into the computer 
and business fields and shy 
away from psychology, 
because of the fear they may 
BUSINESS GUIDE 
e Your Ad 
Contact Us 





Law Offices of 
RICHARD F. NEVINS 
LIVING TRUSTS• WILLS• PROSATE 
INCORPORATIONS • PARTNERSHIPS 
(951) 686-5193 
~995 BROCKTON AVE., RIVERSIDE, CA 92501 
Le VIAS & ASSOCIATES 
300 Law Firms 
Working Together 
We will refer you to an 
attorney that special-
izes in whatever your 
,_ legal needs might be. 
Our goal is to get you the best serv-
ice possible. 
A FREE SERVICE! i-800-500-7047 
HOME LOANS FOR EVERYONE 
ver 50 mortgage bankers ·working with · 
Le Vias and Associates. We will refer 
you to a mortgage banker that will get 
you a loan. Refinancing or 
Consolidation. Home loans for every- . 






• $100 •• • ,ml!Dl'.tfff fllisc 
• ~'CllscodyA mticm.&ppon 
• &.rua,&l•--
Naturally Yours Boutiquesy 
O/ufemi 
Specializing 
Sister1ocks Tll f8rother1ocks ™ 






Sun. by Appts. Only We Now Accept ATM 
4LifeEnterprises.com, LLC 
Presents 
Inland Empire Black Business 
Directory & Resource 
Guide 
951-571-3258 Advertise Your· 
Business 
"Bringing Communities Together Through Business Connections",~ 
iebbdrg.com 
951.682.6070 
Ruthie Ragin Realty is now doing home loans 
as Higher Ground Lending. Still providing the 
same excellence of Real Estate expertise, but 





Competitive rates, excellent service and that 
familiar tone. Call now 909-875-8866 
WE BUY HOUSES 
IVl-lall_h_m_• 
Land .& Apar•m-n• Un■•• 
ANY CONDITIONI 
CASH IN 24 HRS 
CALL TODAY 
SELL TONIORROW! 
Avoid The Commission Hass le 
We Pay All Closing Cos•sl 
Avoid Lengfuy Delays 






Hudena James, J.D. 
Legal Assistant/Paralegal 
I 
24 Hour Service 
Research • Small Claims • 
Process Serving 
(909) 247-4456 
(909) 732-2450 (cell) 
Email: Hudena@aol.com 
not get a job after graduating. 
"They stay away from psy-
chology because there is still a 
stigma about it in the African-
American/Latino community," 
he said "That is the reason why 
African-American and Latino 
people, often don't use mental 
health services." He also said 
that the African-American and 
Latino community may be 
unaware of the signs of mental 
health problems because they 
are accustomed to dealing with 
other stressful issues such as 
racism and unemployment. · 
"Our definition of mental 
health stressors ·are different 
from the mainstream," he said. 
D~. Barnes is currently in a 
· master's degree program in 
psychopharmacology at Alliant 
Uniyerslty, and he holds a mas-
ter 's degree and doctoral 
degree in Clinical Psychology 
from Fielding Graduate 
University .. He teac~es courses 
in Clinical Psychology at the 
bachelor's, master's and doc-
toral levels at Argosy 
University. Dr. Barnes al~o 
teaches at San Bernardino 
Valley College. 
He said he is pleased to see 
the ethnic diversity in his class-
es at Argosy. "Argosy 
University has many programs 
making it visible in local high 
schools and colleges," Barnes · 
said. "The solution to boosting 
the number of African-
American and Latino psychol-
ogists is by reaching out to 
(please print) 
those communities through 
face-to-face marketing in non-
traditional places such as com-
munity recreation centers, 
shopping malls, churches, 
sports clubs and public 
events." 
"Argosy University is going 
out and meeting people in their 
communities and neighbor..-
hoods," Dr. Barnes said. He 
also stated that , "Argosy 
University is targeting poten-
tia1 psychologists earlier 
through associate's and bache-
lor's degree programs, which 
are 'attractive to high school 
students, and by talking to indi- . 
victuals in the health, business 
and education professions who 
want to move to the next level 
of their career." 
Argosy University/Inland 
Empire is one of 18 Argosy 
University (www.argosyu.edu) 
locations in 12 states. Argosy 
University offers doctoral and 
master's degree programs in 
psychology, business, counsel-
ing, and education . Argosy 
University also offers bache-
lor's degree completion pro-
grams in psychology and busi-
ness , and associate's degree 
programs in various health sci- ' . 
ences fields. Argosy University 
is accredited by the Higher 
Leaming Commission and is a 
member of the North Central 
Association (NCA) -(30 . N. 
LaSalle Street, Suite 2400, 
Chicago, IL 60602, l-800-621-
7440), (www.ncahlc.org) . 
Name __________________ _ 
Address _________________ _ 
City ______________ Zip ____ _ 
Telephone ---------'---~-Amount_~_ 
1 Year · ~.00 2 Years $72.00 3 Years - $96.00 
Student Rate - $25.00 Senior Citizen - $25.00 
rrhe Black Voice New:, 
Post Office Box 1581 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(951) 682-6070 
Mastercard and VISA Accepted 
====== Law Offices of""'=""""'= 
Aaron L. Turner 
(~) 383-8480 
• Aggressive Personal Representation 
• Criminal Law 
• Felonies & Misdemeanors 
357 West 2nd Street, Suite 10 •San Bernardino, CA 92401 
Treehouse Dental Group 
' :;;:,...., \ 
Providing comprehensive den-
tistry for the entire family. 
Experience the Difference at 
Treehouse Dental Group 
S ATURDAY A PPOINTMENTS 
AVAILABLE 
Dr. Robert Manuel-Gray 
Dr. Barbara Gray 
Cosmetic Dentistry 








1725 N . Riverside Avenue • Rialto • California 
(in the Rialto Professional Arts Building) 
909 .87 4.0400 treehousedental.com 
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F'OLL,OW THE N OR1'11 STAR Co-Sponsored by Hin'0'i•J 
Ur,i')ii:Jllt II iP,i) k.1.11J:s)l.r1 
ALONG TBE UNDERGROUND RAILROA» 
-.r, ri,;. • ....,. 
National Park Service UGRR Network to Freedom 
$an Bernardino County Superintendent of Schools 
· Riverside Cou,nty Office of Education }llLf 29-AlJGUS'f· 5·~ 2007 
a 
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To join us on the Underground Railroad field study 
tour complete the following registration coupon. 
The program entails the travel study along · the 
Underground Railroad. 
Cost: The trip, double occupancy, is $1595 per per-
son add $550 for .airfare. This fee includes ground 
transportation, 7 nights accommodations, excur-
sions, admissions, and meals, requires $40.00 
deposit. For your qwn air, contact K enley 




1school_ (if applicable): 
Insurance: It is recommended that participants pur-
chase travel insurance in addition to this fee to insure 
against cancellation or loss of luggage. 
~IPh_on_e_: (_ )_~I ~'Fax_ :_( _ ) _ _ _ 
1
_· --~·I 
All participants rriust be physically fit and able to 
carry_ their own belongings, climb stairs, and walk 
unaided. 1 suitcase only-. 
Single Supplement: There is an additional price of 
jRoommate Preference: 
I 
$550. A non-refundable deposit of $195 is due by· 
May 1, 2007 in order to hold your reservation. Final 
payment is due by June 30, 2007. 
Checks or money orders should be made out to Kenley Konnection , on the memo part of your check 
include UGRR. Mail completed registration, this coupon and fee to: 
Educators: This is great continuing education for 
teathers and curriculum builders for first-hand 
knowledge of early American history. Visit and see 
historic sites where escaping slaves and abolitionist 
actually stayed. School Districts and educational 
institutions should send teachers and administrative 
personnel who will bring their experiences and share 
in making history come alive for students in the classroom. 
Gloria Kenley To enroll: 
Kenley Konnection University of California, 
5773 Emporium Square Riverside2-units credit 
Columbus, OH 43231 Daniel Walker, Ph.D. 
614-898-9505 
June 6, 2007 Overview Meeting at SB County Schools, (6th & "E" Street) Conference Room will be posted. 
Questions regarding the itinerary or trip or educational opportunities should be directed to: 
Cheryl Brown, (909) 888-5040 or The Black Voice News Riverside Office (951) 682-6070 
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well, but all and all I feel pretty 
good," Jones said. Mother Ada 
Jones also said that she thanks 
the Lord for her strength and 
hope each day. 
. Jones has lived through some 
harsh times throughout her life- · 
time. She has seen and experi-
enced many changes that have 
occurred throughout our society 
that most of us probably only 
have read about in books or 
heard our grandparents talk 
about. 
She has witnessed the change 
in the motor vehicle industry. 
She has been around when there 
were just horses and buggies to 
g~t around town in. 
On her 'first job she made ·30 
dollars a month and used 6. of 
that 30 to buy land to start 
building her fust home. 
Many of ,the inventions that 
we have today and take advan-
tage of she didn't have when she Mother Ada and daughter Earnestine Butler 
' 
"You will never be 
lhesameln 
Jesus name• 
Apostk Ckarks & Proph&s, R"!t Wlllh -Worship Stnic, Sundily 9:J0 a.111. • 12 noon 
Cenlrtll Plll'k (Crofttn Den) 
I/ZOOBay/i11t Rd. 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
(NW Comer of Milliken and Bas,/ine) 
Good News 
Community Church 
Full Gospel Baptist Fellowship 
178 Iowa Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
951.683.2916 
Weekly Services 
Morning Worship 11 :30 am 
Bible Study (Tues.) 7:00 pm 
Choir Rehearsal (Thurs.) 7:00 pm 
BibleStudy 
Wdneslay 5:15 p.m.. 6:30 p.m. 
• Centn,J Parl({O.P,,.D,,,) 
(Yl/9) 481-1836 
Pastor & Mrs. 






was growing up. Simple inven-
tions like the_ refrig~rator was 
not yet invented, instead they 
had an ice box that they kept 
their food cold in. She would 
also pump her water from a well 
and before the well, she would 
get her water from a creek. · 
To keep her clothes clean she 
would wash using a rubbing 
board, to heat the water she 
would put wood underneath the 
tub, and to keep her house lit 
she used lamps since there was 
no electricity. 
Since she gre~ most of her 
food , during the winter she 
would store the food in jars and 
cans to preserve them. She also 
used outhouses because back 
then they didn't have the bath-
rooms like we have now. 
Mother Ada Jones has lived 
through some tough times and 
she learned to stay strong 
through those times. Mother. 
Ada Joqes is truly one in a mil-
lion. Her daughter said that she 
thanks God for her mother. 




Ephesians New Testament 
Church, pastored by Emory 
B. James will host its annual 
· Pentecostal Crusade on May 
30th through June 1st 2007, 
beginning at 7:00 p .m. night-
ly at their new church facility 
located at 16380 Merrill Ave. 
(1 block west of Cypress), 
Fontana, California. For 
more information contact 
(909) 823-2310. 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Church 
7547 Emerald Street 
Riverside, CA, 
(951) 688-7872 
Rev. M. W. Riley, Pastor 
Equipping Disciples for Kingdom Building 
Weekly schedule of events 
Sunday 9:30 . Hour of Power 




Noon day Prayer 
Bible Study/Prayer 
Youth Night 
Sc--.ve the Date ! 
t 0....1:211!1 
DC>Ml~~us:E Weinviteyouto 
~-, ' ~ ?: t r I .,.. •• Worship with us on ... 
Sunday Mornings! 




Rock or Faith Foursquare Church 
Locirted at 325 W. B Street 
Ontario, CA 91762 
(See Revnv for Dlretilom) , 
San Bernardino, CA 924 11 
(909) 888-2038 Church Of God In Christ 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday Wor,hip Services 7:30, 9:30 & 11 :30 A.M. 
Communion Flf'Sl Sunday arter each 5er1ke 
Sunday School 8:AM., 9:45 AM. and 11 :00 AM. 
Baptism 2nd & 4th Sunday 9-30 A.M. 
l rJ & l1h Sunday 11:30 AM. 
New Member Oriental ion Wtdncsday Night 6:00PM. 
Mid-Week Woo;hipS<n.:cWcdllC.lday Ni!hl 7:00PM. 
R1gh1 Hand of Fellow hip Walnesday N1gh1 7:00PM. 
Church Motto: 
TRY GREAT THINGS FOR GOD, 
EXPECT GREAT THINGS FROM 
GOD! 
MIRACLE HEALING LIFE CHRISTIAN 
ERVICE ACADEMY PRESCHOOL 
Aon & LaVette Gibson 
Pastor/Founder 
Wa1ch our TV Broadcast 
RIALTO CHRISTIAN CENTER 
'Worshipping in Spirit & in Truth' John 4:24 
234 W. Merrill Ave. Rialto CA 92376 
P.o. Box 1615 Rialto CA 92377 
Udellsr@aol.com 
www.RCCSpiritandTruth.org 
Tbe Cburcb HELL Dido't Waot To Sae Happeol 
Every 1st Sunday 
6:00prn 
& ELEMENTARY "LIVING I FULLNESS 
SCHOOL EVERYDAY" 
Kindergarten through 5th on DirecTV 
. (909) 873-5380 
Order of Services 
Sunday School 9:00 am 
Worship Service 10:30 am 
Miracle Monday Prayer 10:00 am 
Tuesday Bible Study 6:30 pm 
Wednesday Prayer 6:30 pm 
Radio Broadcast KPRO 1570 AM : Sat. 
12:00pm 
Pastor Darryl J . 
Udell Sr. 
Co-Pastor Rita Udell 
,~~ 
. Sunday School lOam · 
Sunday AM Service llam-1 :30pm 
Su nday PM. Service 6pm 
Wednesday Bible Study 7pm 
653-8631 Office• 653-8634 Pastor 
653-8680 FAX 
23932 Alessandro Blvd. • MORENO VALLEY 
Comer Heacock & Alessandro Right Behind Taco Bell 
MT C~VARY MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH 
" YOU ARE WORTHY, 0 LORD, TO RECEIVE 
GLORY AND HONOR AND POWER, FOR YOU 
CREATED ALL THINGS, AND BY YOUR WILL 
THEY EXJST AND WERE 
CREATED... REV. HI 
5476 34th Street, Riverside, Ca 92509 
Pastor Henry L. Combs Jr. (951) 781-0443 Services 
Randy Q. Triplett 
Pastor & Founder 
District Elder 
SUNDAY WORSIOP Grades 
SERVICES Abeka Curriculum Ibe l'Yllcd l'!lt:1ll'llck 
8, 9:45, 11 :30 a.m. Sunday 2:30 p.m. PST 
&6p.rn. For information and to Channel 373 
enroll call 
WEDNESDAY BIBLE 951 .684.3639 IHE CHl!RCU CUAISNEL 
STUDY (Preschool) Wednesday 8:00 p.m. PST 
7:00p.m. 951.684.3643 Channel 371 
Classes for all ages (Elementary School) 
JJ-llJ lfohiclom. Bou It•, ard ~ l{h cr,idt•. C \ <J2SOlJ 
'' \'!_~.w- ·l! 
( h11rd1 '\o. 11~ 1.<,S-t.:--H.1 1,1' '\o . 11~1.<,S-t.Sll7 I mail : hoinonial'onf'(a aol.rnm 
We Don't Do Church 
We Do Ministry 
The Ultimate in Gospel Music 
presents 
Highway to Heaven Broadcast 
with 
Rev. LeRoi Lacey, Monday - Friday at 5:30 PM 
Holy Hip-Hop - Sat. 1 AM-3 AM 
Administrative Office (951) 684-6480 Sunday 8:00am Hour of Power Gospel Grooves - Sun. 4 AM-5 AM 
Inspiration across America Gospel Music 
Countdown Sunday School .............. . . . ... . . 9:30 am Sunday 10:30am 
Sunday' Worship . . .. . .. . . .. .. ... . . . Jl :00 am Tuesday 7:00pm 
Wednesday Bible Study .. . .. . . ...•. ... 7:00 pm 
Brotherhood (ls1 Saturdays) ... ... ..... 8:30 am 




Phillip & Denise Powell 
Senior Pastor & First Lady 
Saturday, 11 PM - 12 Midnight 
Sunday, 12 Midnight - 1 AM 
1672 P alm Ave . Highland . CA 9 2346 
e-mail: kproval@AOL.com 
Leroilacey@AOL.com 
Valley Fellowship Seventh Day Adventist Church 
175 East Grove Street 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(909) 874,S8S1 - Church 
(909) 874-S1S2 - Fax 
Weekly Service 
SATURDAY 
Fellowship, Prayer & Bible Study 









7:00 pm Rev. Robert 
Edwards 
fof lTIONl tntonnat\On- (951) 657-~ Of (951) 616--0815 
Moieno Valley Mission CME 
Brigfil Ligh1 !\di Gospel COGIC 
Hit)iland Uni1y Church Ministries 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church ' 
Mt.'.Moriah Bapti t 
Park !\venue Baptist Church 
The Living Word Baptisl Church 
New Visions Christian 
Communily Oiurch 
10800 Hole Ave., Ste #3&4 
5339 Mission Blvd. 
2902 Rubidoux Blvd., Sui1e C 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
18991 Mariposa St. 
1910 Martin Luther King Blvd. 
9191 Colorado Ave. 
1J61 Mariposa Ave. 
Rainbow Community 
Praise Center lnttrnatlonal --11111 How to Become a Millionaire Tues 6:30 pm 
God's Purpose for Your Life Tues 6:30 pm 
Youth Entrepreneurial Training Sat 9:30 am 
Praise & Worship Service Sat 11 :00 am 
DI'. o.c. Nosakhere Tllomas 
SM/or APOstte 15854 Sierra Lakes Pkwy 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Mailing: P.O. Box 1119 
(909) 972.9 87 Fontana. CA 92334 
irww.rainbowcommunity.org 
16262 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92335 • 909/350-9401 




Adult Sunday School 
Children's Church 
Sunday Service 






Moreno Valley, CA 925 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Riverside, CA 









(951) 687- /454 
Rev. John Cager 
Rev. John Seniguar 
Elder DeWayne Butler 
Rev. C.E. Knott, r. 
Jesse Wilson, Pastor 
Rev. Willie Chambers, Jr. 
Rev. LE. CampbeU, Pastor 
Paslor FD. Bullock 
909.425.2615 (909) 688-1570 ., , 
SHEPHERD'S Gospel Time 
Sunday 
HOLY LAND COGIC 
1024 N. "G" Street • San Bernardino, CA 92410 
(909) 381-2662 
1 :00 pm 
for 
Advertisement call 
Dr. Dorothy Shepherd 
(909) 597-7134 
Pastor Ed&. 
Lady N aoml DIUan 
Asp)re Bible Church 
•; -,-~ngf"1'th,p,._'lm;•qi;';•:;_ :"ii ,,:i-,4 
Sundays-10:00a.m. 
Wo11hip stte-Mounlain Vi~ Elemenlaty 
2825 Walnut SI., Ontario, CA 91761 
(Off 60 fwy of .Alchlbold Ave. Soolh to 
Wolnvl SI, lt,m left toslle on lefl,l 
For Info call (909) 736-8737 or 
Vistt us at www.aspirebiblechurch.com 
New Vi ion Christian Methodisl 
Episcopal Church 8368 Beech Ave. 
15854 Carter Stree1 Rainbow Cornmunily Praise Center 
Tree of Life Tabernacle COGIC 
New Hope MBC Baptist, SB 
Community Missionary Baptise 
Firsi Baptist Oiurch of Perris 
Full Gospel Church of Love 
214 . Palm Ave. Rm. IOI 
1575 West 17th Stree1 
939 Clay Street 
311 E. Fifth S1reet 
24050Theda 
Schedule of Worship Service 
Sunday School 9:30AM 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :OOAM 
Sunday Night Service 7:00RM 
Tuesday Night Pastoral Teaching 
Bible Study 8:00PM 
Thursday Women's Evag. Service 
Prayer 7:30PM Pastor Lenton H. 
Lenoir 
BETHEL AME CHURCH 
24470 Sophie Street 
Perns, CA 
951-657-57-05 
Sunday Church School 9:00 AM 
Sunday Worship Service 10:30 AM 
Wednesday Bible Study 7:00 PM 
Thursday Bible Study 10:00 AM Rev. A. Charles 
Fonlana, CA 92336 
Fontana, CA 92336 
Riaho, CA 92376 
San Bernardino, 924 IO 
Redlands, CA 92373 
Perris, CA 92570 







(909) 928-7720 ~ 
Langston 
Rev. J. Dwighl Jackson 
Dr. D.C. Nosakhere Thomas 
Rev. Derrick E. Callicuu 
Robert L. Fairley, Sr. 
Rev. H. Hubbard 
Rev. Connor Robinson, Jr. 
Pastor/Phortias Laura Bell 
Building Better Communities 
Religion ' 
The Black Voice News Page B-6 • Thursday, May 31 , 2007 
Mother Ada Jones Celebrates her 107 Birthday 
Mother Ada Jones 
Rev. Jonathan Rhone, Pastor 
The Black Voice News 
By Naomi Bouman 
On June 9, 
2007 Earnestine 
Butler and fami-
ly will be _cele-
brating Ada. 
Jones' 107th 
birthday at their 
home in Moreno 
Valley. 
Mother Ada 
was born on 
June 8, 1900 in 
Texas. She was 
RIVERSIDE 
Allen A.M.E. Church 
4009 Locust St. • Riverside, California 92501 
Phone: (951) 686-9406 / E-Mail: AllenAMEC@aol.com 
·s unday Scho<?l .. . ...... .. ....... . ....... ..... .... . ........ . ...... Sunday 9:00 am 
~orsh1p Service .... .... . ..... . . ........... ... ......... . .. ........ Sunday 10:00am 
Bible Study . . . ... . ... . ..... ............. . . . ...... . ... . . .. ..... . .Wednesday 10am 
•Children's Church ................ . · .... ... .............. 2nd & 4th Sunday at 10:30am 
AMOS TEMPLE 
A Church Built on Sound Preaching and Teaching 
RIVERSIDE LOCATION 
Worship Service 
Bible Study (wed) 
Children's Church 
8:00 am & 11 :00 am 
(10:00am, 1st and 5th Sundays) 
12:00pm & 7:00pm, 
11 :00am Service 
5860 Arlington Avenue • Riverside, CA 92504 
(951) 352-4196 
amostemple@sbcglobal.net Pastor Julio A. Andujo & 
Dr. Patricia L. Andujo 
Empowered by Vision- Expanding by Faith . .. 
CROSSWORD 
CHRISTIAN CHURC H ™ 
remember the Cross . . focus on the Word™ 
SUNDAY SERVICES 
Worship at 8:00 a.m. and 10:45* a.m. 
Lessons 4 Life at 9:30 a .m . 
Cltild Core m,ai/ab{~ ot oil services 
"Signingfar hmring impoirt!d during tlu 10:45 a.m . st!rvice* 
WEDNESDAY SERVICES 
Seniors 55+ Bible Study at 12 noon 
Youth Ministry at 7 :30 p .m . 
. Adult Bible Study at 7:30 p .m. 
Couple's Ministry 
1" Saturday each month·at 9 :00 a.m. 
951-697-8803 Senior Past-o·q'Teacher Lacy Sykes~ Jr. and 
Minister Karen Sykes 
Visit our Website at 
www.crosswordchurch.org 
CROSSWORD C HRISTIA N C HURC HN is a m ulti-ethnic, multi-
generational, biblically-based church that 1s personal, practical and 
committed to teaching and preaching for life change. 
WORSHIP L OCATION 
14950 Riversid e Drive, Riversid e, CA 92518 
(at R iYuside & Meyer DriYe, e a s t of Maul, Afr Resun Base) 
Shield of Faith Christian Center 
St. Paul African Methodist 
Episcopal Church 
1355 W. 2 1st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 924 11 
(909) 887-1718 
Sunday Worship Services 
Contemporary Worship 7:45 am 
Traditional Worship 11:00 am 
Sunday School 9:45 am 
~ Weekday Oppor tunities 
Women's Bible S1udy • Mon. 7:00 pm 
Men's Bible Study • Mon. 7:00 pm . 
Mid-week Bible Study· Wed. 12 noon 
Prayer Meeting - Wed. 7:00 pm 
Shield o-r Feith W.IComN 17tS0 w. Holt Aw. 
you end your family ca ~n•, CA 01788 
come worahlp with ua. we (900} 1128-621111 office 
en, • Bib/fl S,,aed ministry We,,.n.: www.sotpomone.com 






Youth & •YolHlflAdult 
Senior• · 
M9n & Women 
· And Mllflh Morel Bl•hop H_,,y B. & 
Dr, Marty Alexancu.r 
l•l'llorPHtON 
Imani Temple Christian l.'.ellowship 
510 West Monterey Ave., Pomona, CA 91768 
(909) 620-9161 • FAX (909) 620-9981 
e m ail@imanitemple .n e t 







Seeking Christ Study 
Bible Siudy 
Service Schedule 
.Sunday 8:00 am 
$unday 9:00 • 9 :50 a.m. 
Sunday 10:00 a.m. 
Sunday 1 O a.m. 
Tuesday 7:00 p.m. 
Thursd~y 7:00 p.m. 
Rev. Jelanl Kafela 
Wind of the Spirit Worship 
Center Foursquare Church 
6476 Streeter Avenue, Riverside, 
CA 5970 Limonite Avenue 
Riverside, California 92509 (951) 359-0203 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School (all ages) 




Tues. Bible Studies 











Sunday School: I 0:00am 
Morning Service: l l'.00am 
Bible Study ~ 7:00pm 
Come <¼lw I ltaabW W lll 
www.newbcbc.org 
Pastor aod First Lady 
independent and living by her-
self up until the age of 100 when 
she mov~d out to Moreno Valley 
with her daughter in 2001. Si~ce 
2001 she has been a faithful 
member of Friendship Christian 
Fellowship where her pastor is 
Art Wooten . 
Sugar Hill School 
24455 Old Country Rd. 
Moreno Valley, CA 
Sundays 10:30 a.m,. 
Pastor John W. Thomas & 
First Lady Evag. Erzel Thomas-
111680-2044 
Second Baptist· Church 
2911 Ninth St., Riverside, CA 92507 
P.O . Box 303, Riverside, CA 92502 
Office: (951) 684-7532 • FAX: (951) 684-1564 
www .secondbaptistri verside .org 
E-MAIL: SecBaptist@Earthlink.net 
Sunday Services 














"Some days I don't feel 
See 107, Page 8-5 
Pastor T. Ellsworth and Tola Gantt, II 
CELEBRATION WORSIDP CHURCH 
"Discover the Joy of Christian Loving" 
Pastor Barry E. Knight, Sr. and Lady Sacheen E . Knight 
WORSHIP LOCATION CURRENTLY MEETING A : 
Sunnymead Elementary School, 24050 Dracaea Ave. 
Moreno Val ley, CA 92553 
(951) 247-0888 OR 
wv:W.G02CELEBR~ ON.COM 
SUNDAY CELEBRA JON SERVICE - Sunday Bible Classes @ 9:30am 
Worship Celebration@ 10:30am 
WEDNESDAY MAXIMIZ_ED LIVING (pastoral teaching) @ 7:00pm 
,. 
(Children's ,Ministry available at all services) 
New Jo Ba tist Church 
5694 Jurupa Ave.• Riverside, CA 92504 
P.O. Box 51027 • Riverside, CA 92517 
(951) 779-0088 • (951) 781-7602 
Weekly Services 
Sunday School 8:50 a.m. 
Morning Worship 10: 15 a.m. 
First Sunday Evening Workshop 5:00 p.m. 
Tuesday Prayer Meeting & Bi_ble Study 7:00 p.m . 
"Life Through God's Word" Radio Broadcast 
KPRO Radio 1570 am - Sunday 7:30-8:00 p.m. 
"An Arena for the Mi raculous" 
820 Larch Ave. 
Colton, CA 92324 
(909) 825-2258 
ORDER OF SERVICES 
Sunday School 8:30 a.m. 
Sunday Morning Worship J0:00 a.m. 
Sunday Eve. Worship 6:00 p.m. 
Thursday Bible Reviva l 7:00 p.m. 
Daily " Morning Glory" r J 
Prayer. Mon.-Fri. 10:00-12 noon 
KPRO RADIO 1570 AM · WED. 2:00 PM. · 
SAJ'. 5:45 PM . 
Pastor Iris Hailu 
CHUIICH OP ALL NATIOHI (A Plv. ~old Mlitlttr 
1100 W, Nlfhllll4 A~11u, 
1111 hrnardlno, CA ta-404 
(9d9) 887•9616 • (9~1) 67M101 
ffii dlkbllrrhotellaillPNtntf Flt Wji:W4fides#Pletf 
Elttalli callnallon l •aal,com ot koaapmi•ac,l<om 
&KL MYCM 
81111d1y 10100 1,111, 11 ;OO Utt, 6100 p,lh, 
WtdnMd&f 1'.t.lm •Pfll ~ I Pd! 
Ritfl Y@r Dc•ffill'I 
0 ,IIALI!: INfftttJ'l'I!: • tliUH, ftl, • pm 
lilohelor, f'rogNll1 and Ma,lel'B l'rdaram aviOable 
o ttdtr »iloliar:, rmur 
ts, Sgboo) ollbc t!t@t.!14 Apot11f M.P, s1111hl,, DD 
~•turdiy•• Trlllki!lc!I 8111lon1 beJln Ill 8100 IJII, BJ;ci Lady ROIi! Pirkoi-Sllt!Jng 
QuinnAM.E. 
· Church 
25400 Alessandro Blvd. Suite 6 
M oreno Valley, CA 92553 
(951) 485•6993 
WEEKLY SERVICES 
Sunday School . 9:30 a .m. 
Sunday Morning Worship 11 :00 a .m. 
Mid Day Bible Study, Tues. 12:30 pm 
Mid Week Bible Study, Wed. 7:00 p.m. 
... 
